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ELIZABETHAN ENGLISH IN POLYGLOT MERCANTILE PHRASEBOOK

1. [BERLAIMONT, Noel van.] Colloquia et dictionariolum septem linguarum,
Belgicæ, Anglicæ, Teutonicæ, Latinæ, Italicæ, Hispanicæ, Gallicæ ... Colloques ou
dialogues, avec un dictionaire, en sept languages, Flamen, Anglois, Alleman, Latin,
Italien, Espaignol, & François: nouvellement reveus, corrigez, & augmentez de
quatre dialogues, tres profitables & utils, tant au faict de marchandise, qu’aux
voiages & aultres traffiques ... Colloquien oft samen sprectingen, met eenen vocabulaer in seuen spraken, Neerduntsch, Engelsch, Hoochduntsch, Latijn, Italiens,
Spaens, ende Fransois: van nieus verbetert ende vermeerdert van vier colloquien,
seer nut ende profitelict tot der coopmanschap, rense ende andren handelinghen.
Leodii [Louvain.], apud Henricum Hovium, 1600. Oblong 16mo (12 x 8.5cm) [416]pp., some light even
paper toning, a few leaves with headings shaved towards end of volume, title-page with old ink stamp (not
obscuring text), contemporary plain vellum, a few small stains to front wrapper, early stitched repair to vellum
at rear joint, slight wear to extremities.

With dialogues and a dictionary in seven languages this rare polyglot phrasebook was aimed
primarily at the northern European mercantile community. Printed in 1600 in Louvain, the capital
of Flemish Brabant in the Low Countries, it includes conversations printed in seven columns:
Flemish, English, German, Latin, French, Spanish and Italian. By the beginning of the seventeenth
century the Flemish-French vocabulary first printed in the 1530s by the Antwerp schoolmaster
Noel van Berlaimont (d.1531) had evolved into variants of this polyglot handbook from which
European travellers and traders could pick up a smattering of useful phrases in foreign tongues.
The dominant position of the Netherlands as a trading hub at the beginning of the seventeenth
century contributed to the success of these guides. Despite their popularity few copies survive on
account of most examples having been handled to destruction. The inclusion of English in the guide
offers insights into the phraseology of the Elizabethan era, with dialogues covering topics
including ordering food and wine, buying and selling merchandise, talking at an inn, chasing up on
unpaid bills. Some examples of sample letters, a short dictionary of useful words and a pronunciation guide are appended.

STC 1431.17. ESTC lists 2 copies only (British Library; University of Illinois). Alston II, 39.
Verdeyen 47.
£2750

Rare Books

LONDON MERCHANT OF THE LEVANT COMPANY

2. [PAYNE, John.] Let armes and arts thy prayses speake who wast their patron worthy
Leate.
[London.] Io: Payne sculp: [c.1631.] Engraving (platemark 11.8 x 18cm, sheet 13.3 x 19.7cm), very good.

Commemorating the London merchant Nicholas Leate (1565-1631) this rare small format print was
produced c.1631 by the engraver John Payne (d.c.1648), perhaps after the portrait of Leate that was
donated by his sons to the Ironmongers’ Company (see: ODNB). Trading from c.1590, Leate was an
investor in numerous pioneering mercantile ventures, including the Merchant Adventurers, Eastland
Company and the North-West Passage Company. He was a founding member of the East India
Company, however it is for his exertions within the Levant Company that he is remembered in
particular. The engraved verses at the foot of the print reference his involvement in decorating the
Royal Exchange: “London may boast thy prayse and magnifie / Thy name; whose care her ruynes did
repare: / And in Exchange; of fowle deformitie; / Hath deckt and gracd her with bewties rare: / The
fame wherof resoundeth farr and neare. / Then honour him, who thus hath honourd thee / And love
his name, in all posteritie.” Hind III.15.22.
£750
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SIXTEENTH CENTURY SPECULATION IN MONASTIC LANDS

3.
[BELLOW,
John.]
[Conveyance (bargain and
sale enrolled) for £406 13s 4d
payable in instalments; John
Bellow of Great Grimsby in
Lincolnshire, esq., to John
Hambye gent.:
capital
messuage or site of the
manor of Thrunscoe in
Cleethorpes
(Clee),
Lincolnshire, with 80 acres in
Cleethorpes, rights of fishing
in the River Humber, with
the rents of assize of the free
tenants, lately leased to
Edward Tuplyn; messuage
and 80 acres in Humberston
in Lincolnshire occupied by
John Clerke, with the rents
of assize of the free tenants; messuage and 80 acres in Humberston in Lincolnshire
occupied by Richard Curtas, with the rents of assize of the free tenants; cottage called
Halls Garth with a close in Humberston in Lincolnshire occupied by William Clerkeson;
30 acres called Jekkell Land in Humberston in Lincolnshire occupied by Henry
Hardwicke, vicar of Wathe, all lately purchased from Francis Bountayne, esq; capital
messuage and 120 acres in Humberston in Lincolnshire occupied by Peter Smythe, lately
purchased from Robert Roche and Christopher Bilbroke, gents; new windmill in
Humberston in Lincolnshire occupied by John Clerke, lately part of the possessions of the
late monastery of Humberston in Lincolnshire;
all John Bellow’s other real estate in
Thrunscoe, Cleethorpes, Humberston, Hoole, Utterby and Weelsby in Lincolnshire.]
[London.] 2 March 1552. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 57 x 31cm) in English in a secretary hand,
signed at the foot by John Bellowe, red wax seal appended on vellum tag, autograph endorsement by Anthony Hussey,
Master in Chancery, 4 March 1552, signed note by J[ohn] Hulson, scrivener, recording signing & sealing before him,
verso with manuscript annotation by Edward Ridge recording endorsement on the Close Roll of Chancery, verso with
manuscript endorsements recording receipt of £100, 1 April 1552, £40 on the Feast of the Ascension [26 May 1552]
& £100 on 24 June 1552, two small holes at centre touching a few letters, old folds, some light dustmarking to verso,
very good.
Dated 2 March 1552 during the reign of King Edward VI (1537-1553) this indenture in English penned
in a secretary hand records the sale by John Bellow (d.1559) of Great Grimsby of properties in
Lincolnshire to John Hambye gent. of London. Recorded as a servant of Thomas Cromwell (1485-1540)
by 1534, Bellow, whose signature is penned at the foot here, is known to have been unpopular, narrowly
avoiding being lynched by a mob in Lincolnshire during the Pilgrimage of Grace. Serving as M.P. for
Great Grimsby in the 1550s, he had amassed a fortune through speculation in property from dissolved
monasteries - mentioned in this indenture is property formerly belonging to the Lincolshire monastery
of Humberston.

At the foot of the document is an autograph inscription penned by Anthony Hussey (d.1560). A notary
public of the diocese of London by 1525, he was associated with Wolsey in the dissolution of the smaller
monasteries. He was a judge of the Court of Admiralty and chief registrar of the Archbishop of
Canterbury by 1539, sitting as as M.P. for Horsham in 1553 and New Shoreham in 1558. John Hulson
(d.1563), a notary public (as his sign penned here indicates), was admitted to the Scriveners’ Company
13 July 1532, serving as warden in 1553-54 and 1562-63 (see: F. W. Steer (ed.), Scriveners’ Company
Common Paper, London Record Society 4, 1968, 26).
The deed is endorsed in pencil 111/7/6, signifying inclusion in catalogue 111 of James Coleman of White
Hart Lane, Tottenham (who between 1859 and 1906 issued 256 catalogues of documents for sale) at a
price of 7 shillings and 6 pence.
£950

Rare Books

ELIZABETHAN CONVEYANCING OF DISSOLVED WESTMINSTER COLLEGE PROPERTIES

4. [LONDON.] [Conveyance (bargain
and sale) for £84; Godfrey Harrysone
of Putney in Surrey, beer-brewer, and
his wife Joan, to Gawyne Udall of
Westminster, cutler: two messuages in
St. Stephen’s Alley, St. Margaret
Westminster, with the shops, cellars,
solars, chambers, garrets and back
rooms, formerly part of the possessions of the College of St. Stephen,
Westminster, now occupied by Henry
Heritage, servant to Lord FitzWalter
[Thomas Radclyffe, 3rd earl of Sussex],
and by Agnes Jonson, widow.]
[London.] 30 March 1564. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (59 x 31cm) in English in a secretary hand, calligraphic initial letter, red wax seal bearing impression from heraldic seal matrix (arms of Godfrey Harrysone? )
appended on vellum tag, contemporary ink note at foot recording witnessing by William Hodgesone (citizen and cutler
of London), & Francis Tull (servant to Richard Mawcam, scrivener), calligraphic signature of Richard Mawcam,
scrivener, penned under vellum flap at foot, verso with contemporary docket title in ink, old folds, very good.

Dated 30 March 1564 this fine early Elizabethan indenture records the transfer of two London properties
in the parish of St. Margaret in Westminster, formerly part of the possessions of the College of St.
Stephen, dissolved by King Edward VI (1537-1553) in 1547. The text recites the crown grant of these
and other properties by letters patent to William Place, gent., and Nicholas Spackman, citizen and haberdasher of London, 11 July 1550, and their subsequent sale to the Harrystones. Written in an English
secretary hand characteristic of the mid-sixteenth century, the document can be identified from a
signature written at the foot as being an example of the fine penmanship of a London scrivener named
Richard Mawcam, admitted to the Scriveners’ Company on 29 June 1559. See: F W Steer (ed.),
Scriveners’ Company Common Paper, London Record Society 4, 1968, 29.
£650
MARRIAGE SETTLEMENT IN JACOBEAN MAIDSTONE

5. [MAIDSTONE.] [Settlement (covenant to stand seised) on the marriage of Robert
Swynhogge and Margaret Maplisden; Thomas Swynhogge, one of the jurats of Maidstone
in Kent, with his son and heir Robert Swynhogge: messuage, buildings, closes, yards and
gardens in High Street, Maidstone, occupied by Thomas Swynhogge.]
12 July 1613. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (43 x 21cm) in English, red wax seal appended on vellum tag,
the seal bearing an impression of a lion rampant, signed at foot by Thomas Swynhogge, verso endorsed with signatures
of witnesses Edward Maplesden & Thomas Ayerst, some light dust marking to extremities, light wear along old folds.

Penned 12 July 1613, this Jacobean indenture in
English, a marriage settlement, was drawn up for
Thomas Swynhogge for the purpose of entailing to
his son and descendants a property located on the
High Street in Maidstone in advance of the union of
his son Robert Swynhogge and
Margaret
Maplesden, daughter of Edward Maplesden (d.1626)
of Maidstone. Marriage settlements of this type were
commonplace in early modern England, used to
secure and control the intergenerational transfer of
property assets.
£450
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LONDON VINTNER WHO DISCOVERED GUY FAWKES’ PLOT

6. [DOUBLEDAY, Edmund.] Counterpart settlement (covenant to levy a final concord);
Thomas Arnewaye of Westminster, gent, and his wife Margaret, to Edmund Dowbleday of
Westminster, vintner, and James Wheatley of Westminster, cutler: two messuages in St.
Stephens Alley, Westminster; two messuages in the Little Sanctuary, Westminster.
[London.] 2 Nov 1592. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (35.5 x 22cm), in English in a secretary hand, signed
at foot “Edmund Doubleday” & “IW” (James Wheatley), with two red wax seals appended on vellum tags, seals chipped
with approximately half of each remaining attached, verso signed by witnesses Ralph Chelins [?], John Fletcher & Henry
Allame, old folds, very good.

Dated 2 November 1592 this Elizabethan indenture bears a fine example of the signature of Edmund
Doubleday (c.1564-1620), remembered in particular for his discovery on 4 November 1605, together
with Sir Thomas Knyvett (1545-1622), of Guy Fawkes (1570-1606) emerging from a vault under the
House of Lords, leading to the foiling of the Gunpowder Plot. Initially a scrivener, in the 1590s Doubleday
became a member of the Vintners’ Company, later entering Middle Temple, being called to the bar in 1608
and becoming an MP for Westminster in 1614. Penned in English in a secretary hand, this document
records Doubleday’s involvement in a London property transaction - he is known to have built a significant portfolio of properties in the parish of St. Margaret, Westminster.
£1250
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PROMINENT ELIZABETHAN CHANCERY COURT LAWYER

7. [SOMERSET.] [Conveyance (bargain and sale enrolled in Chancery) for £2300; John Davies
of Ford in Devon, esq, and his wife Ann, late the wife of William Rowsewell, esq, with
William Gibbes of the Middle Temple, London, esq, to John Everye of Broadway in Somerset,
gent, and his son and heir William Everye: the manor of Stapleton in Somerset with
buildings and land.]
[London?] 9 November 1594. Indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (59 x 44 cm), in English in a secretary hand, calligraphic initial letter, signed at foot by John Davies, Anne Davies & William Gibbes, with three red wax seals appended on
vellum tags (one with small chip), with additional autograph note signed & dated (“1594”) by Sir Matthew Carew, verso
with ink endorsements including signatures of witnesses (Richard Symonds, Christopher Baker, Robert Bromfylde, John
Hendye), old folds.

Dated 9 November 1594, this document recording the sale of the manor of Stapleton in Somerset offers a
good example of penmanship in a secretary hand of the late Elizabethan era. The text recites the will of
William Rosewell (10 July 1588, proved 25 January 1594) bequeathing the manor in trust to his wife Ann,
and William Gibbes, for the benefit of the children of his wife. At the foot of the document, in addition to
the signature of the Middle Temple lawyer William Gibbs (1538-1616), is a signed autograph note penned
by the leading Elizabethan civil lawyer Sir Matthew Carew (1531-1618) recording his examination of the
document in 1594. After Westminster School and Trinity College, Cambridge, Carew travelled abroad,
studying at several continental universities, including Louvain, Paris, Padua, Bologna and Siena, where in
1565 he took a doctorate in canon and civil law. By 1566 his Italian was of sufficient standard for him to be
engaged as interpreter by Henry Fitzalan, 19th earl of Arundel (1512 -1580) during his visit to Italy. On
Carew’s return to England he began a lengthy and highly successful career in the civil law that culminated
in his appointment as a master in chancery in 1589. This document was offered for sale in H.R.Moulton’s
catalogue Palæography, genealogy and topography (London, 1930) p.231, (M75).
£650
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ELIZABETHAN LEGAL LETTER PENNED BY NORFOLK GRANDEE

8. CLERE, Edward. [Autograph letter signed to Sir Bassingbourn Gawdy and Sir Arthur
Heveningham, concerning preparations for the examination of witnesses and other legal
details in advance of forthcoming court hearings at Thetford and Watton.]
[Norfolk: Blickling?] 2 July 1602. Autograph letter signed. Folio (20 x 31cm) [1] page, in English, verso penned with
autograph address panel, wax seal residue in margin (not affecting text), paper uncut, old folds, very good condition.

Penned 2 July 1602, this autograph letter signed by the
wealthy Norfolk landowner, politician and lawyer Edward
Clere (1536-1606) is addressed to magistrates Sir
Bassingbourn Gawdy (1560-1606) and
Sir Arthur
Heveningham (c.1546-1630), concerning preparations for
forthcoming court hearings: “... leisure may serve to be for
some few dayes at Thettforde or at Watton, for examination
of witnesses abowte twenty dayes after Lames nexte, when
I hope countrey busines will be well shakid of, so I pray
your direction of warrantes for the appearance of sondry
meane p[er]sons to be before you ... I may thereof give
warninge to some one of the plaintifes commissioners to
be there if he will ... And if that Mr. Anthony Death who
did styme deale betwen the pleintif & me may be there I
shall entreate you then that be commissioners together
with him to signify what you heare him affirm for discovering of the truth.” A fine example of an Elizabethan letter
on a legal subject, this document is also noteworthy for
Clere’s bold and idiosyncratic penmanship.
£1250
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SHIPWRECK & CROP FAILURE IN ELIZABETHAN PLYMOUTH

9. BAGG, James. [Autograph letter signed to the Italian merchant Filippo Corsini in
London, reporting on a dispute over the quality of a shipment of grain, the loss of a cargo
ship in Plymouth harbour during a storm, and other mercantile matters.]
Plymouth, 4 January 1596. Autograph letter, signed twice (a copy letter & following letter of same day), ink on paper.
Folio (22 x 31cm) [2] pages in English in a secretary hand, on bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript address
panel & contemporary receipt docket note, edges uncut, a few negligible stains, second leaf with small marginal tear
from seal opening (no text affected), old folds, very good.

The prominent Plymouth merchant James Bagg (c.1554-1624) writes 4 January 1596 to his business
partner Filippo Corsini (1538-1601), a wealthy Florentine merchant resident in London. Against the
backdrop of widespread crop failure Bagg begins by reporting on details concerning a dispute over the
quality of a cargo of grain. Bagg mentions Sir Ferdinando Gorges (1568-1647), “and the reste of the
comyssioners, that they should not meadle any farther in the salle of the wheate”. He continues by
explaining emphatically that a cargo of 262 quarts London measure of grain is not at all “well conditioned”
as Corsini has been led to believe: “once againe I doe asure you that corne is very bad, pinched, white,
and crusted, and will not serve but for the poorer sorte of people, and touchinge the measure, it is not
other than the lawfull sealed and accustomed measure of towne of 17 gallons ...” Other shipments of corn
are mentioned, together with the arrival of a ship “of Mr John Baptista Justiano ... bound for Legorne
with herringe.” A second letter penned on the same sheet informs Corsini that “about 12 of the clocke of
the same daye, the shippe of Mr Sopame [?] was caste awaye and loste uppon the rockes within the
harbour, by reason of the extremytie of the great storme that was at that tyme ...” Bagg adds “I have good
hope to save your tynne because shee came uppon the rockes uppon a full sea ...”
Provenance: this is one of a relatively small number of letters penned in English from the Corsini archive
(dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).
£1250
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SIXTEENTH CENTURY ANGLO-ITALIAN CLOTH TRADE

10. CIPELLETTO, Geronimo. [Two letters signed, each addressed to the Florentine
merchant Bartolomeo Corsini in London, reporting on business transacted in the Italian
cloth market.]
I. Cremona, 12 September 1583 (incorporating copy letter dated 22 August 1583). Autograph letter signed, ink on
paper. [2] pages; II. Cremona, 9 November 1583 (incorporating letter dated 2 November 1583). Letter signed, ink
on paper. [2] pages, both folio (approx. 22 x 34cm) in Italian, on bifolia, verso of second leaf of each bifolium penned
with manuscript address panel, blank lower half of second leaf of each bifolium excised contemporaneously for paper
reuse (no loss of text), both with embossed paper wafer seal bearing impression of Cipelletto’s mercantile mark, edges
uncut, old folds, very good condition.

These two letters sent from Cremona in 1583 by the mercantile agent Geronimo Cipelletto to the
prominent Florentine merchant Bartolomeo Corsini (1545-1613), resident in London, concern transactions in the Anglo-Italian cloth trade of the late Elizabethan period. Both relate to the sale of English
baize (coarse woollen cloth) in Italy and the export of fustian (heavy cotton cloth) from Cremona to
London via Nuremberg. The first records details including the different markings for the graded
qualities of cloth, notification of payments from Venice and problems with the network of professional
horseback couriers being delayed. In the second letter Giovanni Battista Rota, minister in the Italian
Reformed Church in Antwerp, is mentioned in relation to exchange commission. Other content here
includes discussion of sales in account with Capponi in Venice, exchange rate fluctuations, the rejection
of a shipment of serge cloth by local friars, details of the Milan baize market, and a request for a sample
of flannel.
Provenance: Corsini archive (dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).

£950
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ELIZABETHAN TRADE WITH VENICE & ENGLISH PRIVATEERS

11. [MELCHIORI, Jacomo.] [Autograph letter signed, updating Bartolomeo Corsini in London
with details concerning negotiations relating to the cargo and crew of the captured ship
Salvagna.]
Venice, 7 June 1591. Autograph letter signed (approximately half penned in autograph, half penned in another hand,
presumably by an employee) incorporating copy letter (31 May), ink on paper, in Italian. Folio (21 x 31cm) [2 1/4] pages
on bifolium, verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, unused blank lower half of second leaf of bifolium excised
contemporaneously for reuse, seal in red wax with good impression of Melchiori’s mercantile mark with remains of sealing
string attached, small incision to margin of first leaf (touching a few letters but sense of text recoverable), paper uncut, old
folds, very good.

This Elizabethan-era mercantile letter was sent from Venice by Jacomo Melchiori to London, addressed to the
prominent Florentine merchant Bartolomeo Corsini (1545-1613). The bifolium contains letters penned on 31
May and 7 June 1591. The correspondence here is concerned principally with details relating to the Venetian
ship Salvagna that, bound for Florence from Lisbon, had been captured 28 October 1590 off Cape St. Vincent
by a large squadron of English privateers, among them the poet William Midleton (c.1550-1596) and the
explorers John Davis (c.1550-1605) and Thomas Cavendish (1560-1592). Melchiori discusses the recovery of
goods on the ship, in particular cargos owned by Vezzato, Fantoni and Nasi, as well as payment of the crew and
details concerning insurance policies. Having heard of a sizeable shipment of ivory he requests that Corsini
purchase a quantity on his account. Melchiori asks that Corsini continue in his mediation with the English
authorities for the freeing of goods carried on the Salvagna owned by Venetian merchants. Ongoing petitioning
of queen Elizabeth I (1533-1603) by the doge of Venice, Pasquale Cicogna (d.1595) on behalf of the merchant
Luigi Vezzato, resident in Lisbon, is discussed. Also mentioned is the capture by English privateers of a vessel
off the island of Sao Tomé which Melchiori believes may have been carrying some ivory as part of its cargo.
Provenance: Corsini archive (dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).

£1250
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CONTINENTAL CLOTH MERCHANTS IN ELIZABETHAN EAST ANGLIA

12. LAMOOTT, Davyd. [Autograph letter signed, to “Sig. Carsigny marchant a Londres”,
concerning transactions in the cloth trade.]
Colchester, 12 March 1594. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (23.5 x 35cm) [1] page in French, verso penned
with manuscript address panel, remains of red wax seal bearing partial impression of mercantile mark, small tear at
margin touching a letter of text, a few words with ink burn (not affecting legibility), old folds, edges uncut, very good.
[TOGETHER WITH]

AUVRAY, Elie. [Autograph letter signed, to Bartolomeo Corsini in London, concerning
mercantile matters, including payments to Nathaniel Bishop in Cheapside.]
GreatYarmouth, 3 November 1596. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (20.5 x 32cm) [1] page in French, verso
penned with manuscript address panel, small red wax residue from sealing with related small hole from opening (not
affecting text), light even paper toning, old folds, edges uncut, very good.

These two letters record mercantile correspondence between Elizabethan East Anglia and the London
business of the prominent Florentine brothers Bartolomeo Corsini (1545-1613) and Filippo Corsini (15381601). By the 1590s many Calvinist weavers and cloth traders from the Low Countries had emigrated to
Norwich, Colchester and other locations in East Anglia, fleeing Roman Catholic persecution. The first letter
here, penned by Davyd Lamoott in Colchester 12 March 1594 concerns cloth sales involving baize and serge
cloth, also discussing transactions involving lead and an increase in wool prices due to prolonged cold and
rain. The second letter, dated 3 November 1596, was written in Great Yarmouth by Elie Auvray. Writing to
Bartolomeo Corsini, he mentions a letter of credit to Estienne Chauvyn which has been paid through John
Ladd, his factor in Great Yarmouth, also discussing payments to Nathaniel Bishop, a merchant draper in
Cheapside. Amongst the approximately 3,600 letters of the Corsini archive only 374 are recorded as having
originated in the British Isles (see: P. Beale, A. Almond, M. Scott Archer, The Corsini Letters, 2011, p.98).
Provenance: Corsini archive (dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).

£1250
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FRENCH MERCHANTS TRADING WITH ELIZABETHAN LONDON

13. MARTIN, Barthelemy. [Autograph letter signed, to Filippo Corsini, concerning dealings
with merchants in Lyon.]
Paris, 27 May 1579. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (22 x 34.5cm) ) [1] page in French, verso penned with
manuscript address panel, remains of red wax seal, old folds, edges uncut, very good.[TOGETHER WITH]

CHANNYN, Jean. [Autograph letter signed, to Bartolomeo Corsini, concerning financial
matters, including increased customs duties at Dieppe.]
Dieppe, 23 March 1582. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. Folio (20.5 x 30.5cm) [1] page in French, verso penned
with manuscript address panel, residue of red wax seal, old folds, edges uncut, very good.

Addressed to the prominent London-based Florentine merchants Bartolomeo Corsini (1545-1613) and
Filippo Corsini (1538-1601), these two mercantile letters were both sent to Elizabethan England from France.
The first, dated 27 May 1579, penned in Paris by Barthelemy Martin, concerns his dealings on Filippo Corsini’s
behalf with Dominique Boucher and other merchants in Lyon. Martin is recorded in 1588 as a courier of
letters for English spies and diplomats during the unravelling of the Babington Plot. Dated 23 March 1582, the
second letter here was penned in Dieppe by a merchant named Jean Channyn. He begins by mentioning the
Lyon bankers Rinuccini, Jacquinotti and Del Barbigia in relation to a loan, following with discussion of how to
proceed with business as a result of new duties on merchandise passing through the port of Dieppe and negotiations with local French authorities, noting the possibility that Corsini could reroute his goods through
Germany.
Provenance: Corsini archive (dispersed Christies Robson Lowe, 1984-1988).

£1250
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FRENCH RENAISSANCE ROMANCE - EDUCATION OF WOMEN EXAMINED

14. BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. Premiere partie des avantures de Floride. En
cette histoire Françoise on peut voir les differens evenemens d’amour, de fortune et
d’honneur, & combien sont en fin agreables les fruits de la vertu. De l’invention de
Beroalde de Verville. Reveu, corrigé & augmenté par le mesme autheur.
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val, libraire & imprimeur ordinaire du Roy. 1601. [TOGETHER
WITH]

[BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François.] Seconde partie des avantures de Floride. En
laquelle, outre la suite de l’histoire, se rencontrent divers succez vertueux ...
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]

BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. Troisieme partie des avantures de Floride. En
laquelle on recognoist par evenemens divers les punitions de ceux qui ont voulu
contrevenir à l’honneur ...
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]

BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. L’infante determinee, qui est le quatriesme des
avantures de Floride, où se voyent plusieurs trophees de la vertu triomphante du vice
...
A Rouen, de l’Imprimerie de Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601. [TOGETHER WITH]

BÉROALDE DE VERVILLE, François. Cinquiesme partie des avantures de Floride, qui est
le cabinet de Minerve. Auquel sont plusieurs singularitez. Figures. Tableaux. Antiques.

Rare Books

Recherches saintes. Remarques serieuses. Où se voyent plusieurs trophees de la vertu
triomphante du vice ...
A Rouen, chez Raphaël du Petit Val ... 1601.Together 5 separate volumes. Each 12mo (approx. 8 x 14cm) [24], 527,
[1]; [24], 576; [24], 572; [12], 382 pp.; [12], 289 [i.e. 288]ff., each volume with eighteenth century ownership
inscription in ink to flyleaf or title-page (“Ex Bibliotheca Joannis Viti a Wurtzburg”), final leaf of second volume foxed,
section of vellum torn at foot of front board of volume 3 (exposing small section of sixteenth century printed waste
padding inside board), volume 5 with 2 preliminary leaves with marginal tears (not affecting printed text), a fresh,
crisp set in very good, wholly unrestored, condition in contemporary limp vellum, spines with faded traces of early
manuscript titles, light wear to extremities, very good.

A rare complete set in five volumes of the French Renaissance romance Les Avantures de Floride by the
French novelist and poet François Beroalde de Verville (1556-1626). A polymath whose interests ranged
from poetry to science, Verville published works on a diversity of subjects, including alchemy, silk worms,
mathematics and philosophy, however it is for his works in the fields of satire and philosophical fiction, as
exemplified here, that he is remembered in particular. After spending much of the 1580s in Paris, he
moved to Tours in 1589, settling there permanently. This five volume proto-novel Floride was first printed
in Tours between 1593-1596, followed by editions printed in Lyon and Rouen. This edition of 1601
includes several additional prefatory addresses signed by the Rouen printer Raphaël du Petit Val.
Incorporating multiple tales, Verville here ranges over themes of love, honour, fortune and virtue, much
in the vein of the Arcadia (1590) of Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1586), both being influenced by Greek
models. That female readership of the work was intended is evident from Verville’s choice of a female
dedicatee “Madam Charlotte Adam, Dame de la Valiere.” To his dedications addressed to her in the first
three volumes are added several other prefatory addresses “aux dames”. The fourth volume is addressed
to “Mademoiselle de Marigni Brochard.” The preface to the second volume is much-cited on account of it
being a discourse on the education of women. There are several references to England, including chapter
vii in the fourth volume, titled: “Armedon part d’Angleterre, & court une fortune estrange perdant
Isabelle.”

All editions are rare. OCLC locates only a small numbers of copies of volumes from this edition: Vol. I.
3 locations (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon; Columbia University
New York). Vol. II. 4 locations (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; University of Illinois; Columbia
University New York; Eötvös Loránd University Library). Vol. III.2 locations (Eötvös Loránd University
Library; Columbia University New York). Vol. IV. 3 locations (Eötvös Loránd University Library;
Bibliothèque municipale de Lyon; Columbia University New York). Vol. V. 8 locations (Bibliothèque
Sainte-Geneviève; Bibliothèque Mazarine; Eötvös Loránd University Library; Médiathèque de
Montpellier; University of Pennsylvania; Herzog August Bibliothek; Bibliothèque Nationale de France;
University of Bern).
£6500
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HUNTING HAWKS SENT TO JAMES I FROM FRENCH KING

15. [BONNEVAU, Jacques de.] [Receipt signed, certifying a payment received for
diplomatic activity in carrying falcons to England as a gift to king James I from
French king Louis XIII.]
[France, [22?] May 1624.] Manuscript receipt signed, ink on single sheet of vellum. Oblong 4to (25 x 18cm)
in French, signed at foot “Bonnevau”, a few negligible stains, old folds, very good.

A rare record of the European royal passion for the sport of falconry at the start of the seventeenth
century, this manuscript documents the French nobleman Jacques de Bonnevau receiving a payment
in 1624 for 3600 livres for his diplomatic work and travelling expenses in carrying falcons to
England as a gift from French king Louis XIII (1601-1643) to king James I (1566-1625): “chargé
d’un vol en la fauconnerie du Roi ... le roy d’Angleterre avec grand equipage d’oyseaux de poing
...” This most probably was the gift from the French king recorded in the English state papers for
1624: “the King ... has gone to Theobalds, and, against the advice of his physicians, will go to
Newmarket to see some new hawks fly. A French Baron, a good falconer, has brought him 16 cast
of hawks from the French King, with horses and setting dogs; he made a splendid entry with his train
by torch-light and will stay till he has instructed some of our people in his kind of falconry, though
he costs His Majesty 25l. or 30l. a day ...” (Calendar of State Papers, domestic series. James I. 16231625. London, 1859, vol. clviii: p.149).
£1250

Rare Books

FRENCH DIPLOMAT IN
JACOBEAN LONDON

16. LE MAÇON, Robert.]
[Receipt signed, certifying
a
payment
received for diplomatic
activities in England.]
[France, 6 June 1605.]
Manuscript receipt signed, ink
on singles sheet of vellum.
Oblong 4to (approx. 27 x
17.5cm) in French, signed at
foot “R. Lemacon”, small filing
holes in left margins, verso with
contemporary endorsements, old
folds, very good.

Bearing the signature of Robert Le Maçon, sieur de la Fontaine (1534-1611) a Huguenot who fled to London
after the St. Bartholomew’s Day massacre of 1572, this receipt records a payment of 1000 escus made to Le
Maçon by French king Henry IV (1553-1610) for his diplomatic service at the Jacobean court. A long-term
resident in London (see: ODNB), he became the unofficial representative of the French crown in England
and was one of the principal diplomats coordinating the joint Anglo-French war effort against Spain in the
1590s. On the receipt here he is described as “resident po[u]r la service du Roy d’Angleterre.” A Protestant
minister, he was involved in the French church at Threadneedle Street, writing A catechisme and playne
instruction ... (London, 1580) and a volume of sermons, Les funerailles de Sodome ... (London, 1600).
£750
MADEMOISELLE LEFORT: “BEARD, MUSTACHIOES AND WHISKERS”

17. [MADEMOISELLE LEFORT.] No. 3, Beaumont
Street Portland Place. Facts! Amazing facts! Never
exhibited in England, Mademoiselle Lefort, a first
rate phænomenon of French production, in whom
the sexes are so blended that it is impossible to say
which has the predominance ...
[London.] Printed by C. Handy, 23 Whitcomb Street, Leicester
Square. [1818.] Handbill. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) old folds,
otherwise very good.

A rare handbill advertising an audience with Mademoiselle
Lefort (b.1799) in London, most probably during her visit
to the city in 1818. “A first rate phænomenon of French
production, in whom the sexes are so blended that it is
impossible to say which has the predominance”, she aroused
considerable curiosity by exhibiting herself in the capital,
her address here being noted as “3 Beaumont Street,
Portland Place.” The text notes that her “hands, arms, feet
and bust, possess perfect feminine beauty, likewise the
upper part of the face, the lower part is also beautiful, but
possessing the accompaniments of beard, mustachioes and
whiskers, the curious must be amply gratified by the
contrasting beauties of her person ...”
We have traced 1 other example (Wellcome Library).

£450
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COVENT GARDEN ACTRESS WRITES TO PLAYWRIGHT FATHER IN DUBLIN

18. MACKLIN, Maria. [Autograph letter signed to her father Charles Macklin, containing
an account of a performance of Love-à-la-mode for her benefit at the Theatre Royal, Covent
Garden in May 1772.]
London, 6 May 1772. Autograph letter signed. Folio (19 x 30cm) [2 1/2] pages penned on bifolium, second leaf with
tears from seal opening (no loss of text), verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, residue of red wax from
sealing, postal hand stamps, a few small marginal tears & light wear along old folds.

The actress Maria Macklin (1733-1781) writes from London 6 May 1772 to her father in Dublin, the
prominent actor and playwright Charles Macklin (1699-1797), offering an account of a performance for
her benefit at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, of his popular satirical comedy Love-à-la-mode (1758). She
records her feelings during the performance and the responses of the audience, mentioning other actors,
the manager at Covent Garden George Colman the elder (1732-1794), and providing a summary of the
financial accounts for the evening: “I flatter’d myself that I was very like you while I was mustering my
troops & I asure you I was not a little proud of it. However the farce went off very well. At the beginning
there were some people in the house who ... had a mind to hiss. They came to see the farce murder’d and
to damn it. But they were fairly disappointed ... Fox was much superior to Shuter all thro’ the song he sung
with great humour & was encor’d in it ... I trembled at first till the audience brighten’d up ... I kept my
spirits up amazingly & indeed neither the balcney of the house not all the plagues I had were half so affecting
as the thoughts of your being ill ... in all this trouble there was not a manager to be seen. Coleman is at
Bath & has been for near two months ... ” A rare example of a lengthy letter by a well-known eighteenth
century actress, this is an excellent example of eighteenth century theatrical correspondence.
The Folger Shakespeare Library holds 3 letters penned by Maria Macklin to her father, also in 1772
(Y.c.5381 (1-3)).
£950
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GEORGIAN NIGHT OUT AT NEWLY-OPENED PANTHEON

19. [LONDON.] A city taylor’s wife dressing for the Pantheon.
Martin pinxt Wilson sculp Published 5th Feby 1772 by Hen[r]y Parker at No 82 in Cornhill London. Mezzotint.
(platemark: 25 x 35.1cm; sheet: 27.4 x 37.6cm) very good.

A very good example of this satirical mezzotint of 1772 depicting the wife of a London tailor dressing for
a night out at the newly-opened Pantheon. Designed by James Wyatt as a grand neoclassical edifice, the
Pantheon was a fashionable Georgian venue, used during the 1770s for masquerade balls, concerts and
other social events. Here the plainly-clad tailor remonstrates with his wife, who, with painted face and
bedecked with frills and an extravagant hat, appears to be preparing for a night out at the Pantheon without
him. A very small pair of horns on the wall behind the couple suggests the possibility that the tailor was
about to be cuckolded by his wife. Published by Henry Parker (1725-1809), this print was engraved by the
mezzotinter James Wilson after [Elias?] Martin (1739-1818). This example appears to be a reworked
second state, with many differences from the version bearing the same date issued under the imprint of
W[illiam] Humphrey. Not traced in British Museum print catalogue online.
£950
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KNELLER’S PORTRAIT OF RESTORATION ACTRESS DRAWN FOR MEZZOTINTING

20. [BECKETT, Isaac.] [Madam Baker.]
[London, c.1681?] Drawing, red chalk on laid paper, sometime trimmed to an oval (14 x 16.5cm) ink border penned
later [c.1750?], a few fox marks at the margins, small old repair to blank verso, in a very good state of preservation.

This drawing in red chalk can be dated to c.1681 and depicts “Madam Baker”, the Restoration-era actress
Katherine Baker (d.1729), after a painting by Sir Godfrey Kneller (1646-1723). It must have been
produced as a preparatory drawing during production of the mezzotint titled “Madam Baker” (Chaloner
Smith 1883, 5. I) made and published in London c.1681 by the pioneering English mezzotint printmaker
Isaac Beckett (d.1688). “Madam Baker” does not appear to have been identified as the actress Katherine
Baker previously, however she seems to be the only credible candidate for this portrait (for biographical
information, see: Philip H. Highfill, Jr, Kalman A. Burnim & Edward A. Langhans, A Biographical
Dictionary of Actors, Actresses ... 1660-1800, Southern Illinois University Press, Vol. 1, 1973, pp.226227).

Preparatory drawings for seventeenth century English mezzotints are rare and we have not been able to
locate any similar drawings by Isaac Beckett with which to compare this example (for a painted miniature
attributed to Beckett, see: Robert R. Wark, Early British Drawings in the Huntington Collection 16001750, The Huntington Library, 1969, pp. 20). The oval here appears to be exactly the same size as that in
the finished print. The mezzotint publisher John Smith (1652-1713) republished it after Beckett’s death
(the second state includes the addition of his name). For biographies of Beckett, Smith and mention of
Knellers’s involvement with mezzotint publishing, see: Antony Griffiths, The print in Stuart Britain 16031689, British Museum Press, 1998, pp.234-241.
£2500
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“THE CORRUPTION OF OUR STAGE ... IS SO VERY PALPABLE AND NOTORIOUS”

21. [RIDPATH, George.] The stage condemn’d, and the encouragement given to the
immoralities and profaneness of the theatre, by the English schools, universities and
pulpits, censur’d. King Charles I. Sundays mask and declaration for sports and
pastimes on the Sabbath, largely related and animadverted upon. The arguments of all
the authors that have writ in defence of the stage against Mr. Collier, consider’d ...
London, printed for John Salusbury. 1698. First edition. 8vo (12 x 19.5cm) [8], 216pp., title with contemporary
ownership inscription “Jane Ellis”, occasional light foxing in the margins, contemporary full leather [roan?], edges
of boards ruled in gilt & cornered with floral tools, spine & joints rubbed but sound, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this substantial attack on the corrupt morals of theatres and the English stage at the
end of the seventeenth century. Penned by the journalist George Ridpath (d.1726), it was written in
support of A short view of the immorality, and prophaneness of the English stage by the anti-theatrical writer
Jeremy Collier (1650-1726). In his analysis Ridpath makes a broad survey of the societal underpinnings of the English theatre, with chapter headings including: “The stage encouraged by the clergy ...
The stage encouraged by King Charles I Sundays masks ... by Archbishop Laud’s Book of sports ...
by the schools ... An answer to M. Motteuxes Defence of the stage ... The [church] fathers against
the stage ... Church of England divines against the stage ... The stage condemned and anatomized by
play-poets ... Seditions and tumults occasioned by the stage ...” Scarce.
Wing R1468.

£950
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LONDON MUSEUM’S “COLLECTION OF STUFFED BIRDS AND BEASTS”

22. HALL, Thomas. To the
curious
observers
of
natural phœnomena. T.
Hall, well known to the
virtuosi, as the first artist in
Europe, for stuffing and
preserving all kinds of
birds, beasts and reptiles, so
as to resemble the attitudes
and perfections of life,
respectfully informs the
public, that by a method
peculiar to himself, he now
makes the stuffed birds sing
as though they were alive ...
[London.] Printed by March & Teape,
Tower-Hill. [c.1802.] Handbill
(approx. 16 x 10cm) text framed by
typographic border, very good.

This handbill advertises curiosities of natural history exhibited at the museum founded in the eighteenth
century by Thomas Hall on City Road, Finsbury Square, London. It most probably was issued by the
founder’s grandson, the taxidermist and museum proprietor Thomas Hall III (1780-1838), the imprint of
March & Teape, Tower Hill, supporting a date of c.1802. Describing Hall as “well known to the virtuosi, as
the first artist in Europe, for stuffing and preserving all kinds of birds, beasts and reptiles, so as to resemble
the attitudes and perfections of life,” the text continues by advising that he “by a method peculiar to himself
... now makes the stuffed birds sing as though they were alive.” It is noted that “specimens of his surprising
art may be seen at his Museum ... where a capital collection of stuffed birds and beasts are to be sold in the
highest preservation ... he has also added to his Museum two surprising rattle snakes.” Printed at the foot
of the sheet is an 18 line poem “written by a lady on seeing Hall’s Zoonecrophylacium.” Masonic emblems
printed at the corners of the advertisement suggest that Hall may have been a freemason.
£450
SHAKESPEAREAN STUDIES IN STOCKHOLM

23. [STEPHENS, George.] “The Tempest,” an outline sketch
of the play by William Shakspeare. With introductory
remarks and an analysis of the characters. Intended for
university classes, family reading, and the private student.
Stockholm, printed by P.A. Norstedt & Sons. 1836. First edition. 8vo (13. 5 x
21.5cm) 33, [1]pp., very good in original pink printed wrapper, paper with
light toning, light wear to extremities.
An analysis of Shakespeare’s play The Tempest, this is one of the earliest
publications of the prolific philologist and runologist George
Stephens (1813-1895). In 1834 Stephens had moved to Stockholm
and taught English there, producing a Swedish-English dictionary and
beginning his researches into Scandinavian language and literature
that would bring him academic notoriety.

We have traced 7 copies only (British Library; Bodleian Library
Oxford; Stanford University Library; Folger Shakespeare Library;
Houghton Library Harvard University; University of Pennsylvania;
Danish Union Catalogue).
£250
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WELSH CABINET MAKER AT WORK IN GEORGIAN BATH

24. [FURNITURE.] Paul Conway his book bought at Malpass Aprile ye 14th 1751.
[Wales & Bath, c.1751-c.1768.] Manuscript, ink on paper. 8vo (10 x 14cm) [74] pages, in English, some
dustmarking, marginal fraying (not affecting legibility), several leaves becoming loose, stubs from old excisions,
signs of contemporary resewing, in contemporary vellum wallet binding with brass clasp, worn and rubbed but
sound.

A rare record of provincial mid-Georgian furniture manufacture, this manuscript notebook was used
for keeping account by a cabinet maker, principally to jot down lists of items made and the charges
for their production. The writer seems to have been of Welsh origin, a note penned inside one of the
covers recording the volume as “Paul Conway his book bought at Malpass Aprile ye 14th 1751”. There
are also some other Welsh references, however from c.1764-1768, when the majority of the notes
here were written, the owner of the book was working in the commercial centre of Bath. This is
evident from several refrences to a “Mr Coxhead”, presumably the cabinet maker Robert Coxhead of
Bath. Paul Conway appears to have been fabricating quantities of furniture for Coxhead. The Bath
location can be triangulated from another reference, to “setting up a bed in Millsom Street”, Milsom
Street in Bath having been built in 1762. There are some notes detailing living expenses, however the
main interest here lies in the lists of items produced by Conway together with accompanying prices:
“1/2 dozen walnut chairs ... 2 small mahogany desks ... 2 oack clock cases ... 2 pemrock tables ... 2
card tables ... 2 basson stands ... 2 fly tables ... 6 back stooles ... oak claw table ... little mahogany
side table ... oak dining table ... 2 mahogany claw tables ... 6 butlers trays ... setting up a bird caige
... spider table with drawer ...”
£1250
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THE DUNFORD SHAKESPEARE
PORTRAIT

25. [SHAKESPEARE, William.] Proposals
for publishing by subscription, a
portrait in the line manner, of our great
dramatic poet, Willm. Shakspeare, from
the newly discovered picture, painted
from the life, in the possession of James
Dunford, printseller ...
[London, 1816.] Handbill, printed on single sheet of
paper. 4to (15 x 19cm) light foxing, old folds.

A rare handbill prospectus advertising the
publishing by subscription in 1816 of an
engraving after the “Dunford portrait” of
Shakespeare, a painting owned by the London
printseller James Dunford of Newport Street.
A print reproducing this “newly discovered
picture ... a genuine portrait ... painted from
the life ...” was produced in 1816 by the
engraver William Sharp (1749-1824). Dunford
had also published a mezzotint by Charles
Turner (1774-1857) of the painting in 1815.
The portrait was in fact a fabrication and had
been purchased by Dunford from a “repairer of
old paintings” named Edward Holder (see:
Abraham Wivell, An inquiry into the history,
authenticity, & characteristics of the Shakspeare
portraits ... London, 1827, pp.169-185).

OCLC lists 1 copy only (New York Historical
Society Library).
£450
VICTORIAN SAND PICTURES FROM
THE ISLE OF WIGHT

26. [SAND PICTURES]. Carisbrooke
Castle. [&] St. James’s Church Ryde. I[sle
of] W[ight].
Isle of Wight, c.1850. 2 pictures in coloured sand
with watercolour backgrounds (cards 15.5 x 11cm,
both images 12 x 8cm) each titled in ink at foot
“Drawn with Alum Bay sand ...,” both in very good
condition.

During the 1840s the creation of sand pictures
became popular on the Isle of Wight. Achieved
entirely with coloured sands fixed to a card
backing, these small pictures displaying views
on the island and architectural sights of interest
were sold as curiosities to Victorian tourists.
The two scenes offered here depict
Carisbrooke Castle and St. James’s Church
Ryde.
£350
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“SKETCHES TAKEN AT PRINT SALES”

27. [SANDBY, Paul.] Sketches taken at print sales.
[London.] Published Feby the 1st 1798 by Silvester Harding 127 Pall Mall. Etching (platemark 36.2 x 23cm, sheet 36.5
x 23.2cm) paper with light even toning, very good.

This unusual etching displays the heads of fifty-five men, the majority in profile, all attendees at London print
auctions in the 1780s. The sheet was etched by the print publisher Silvester Harding (1745-1809) of 127 Pall
Mall, the heads being engraved after sketches made by the artist Paul Sandby (1731-1809) in the margins of
his print catalogues. Among those featured are collectors, print publishers and artists, included John Boydell
(1720-1804), John Singleton Copley (1738-1815), Richard Cosway (1742-1821), Silvester Harding himself,
John Downman (1750-1824) and Joseph Strutt (1749-1802). For a full list of names of those depicted see
notes in British Museum online catalogue to: 1876,1209.612.
£450
PAINTINGS BY DAVID EXHIBITED IN LONDON

28. [DAVID, Jaques-Louis.] David’s pictures, now exhibiting at
No. 20, Bedford Street, Covent Garden. Explanation of three
original pictures of the Chevalier David, first painter to
Napoleon ...
[London: printed by B. McMillan, Bow Street, Covent Garden.] [1815.] Printed
leaflet. 4to (18 x 24cm) 4pp., drop-head title, light even toning, contemporary pencil
inscription in margin of title:“Monday May 15 1815”, unbound as issued, very good.

A rare printed leaflet issued to accompany the exhibition in London in
1815 of three paintings by Jacques-Louis David (1748-1825), the foremost
French painter of the Napoleonic era. The text, in both English and French,
offers explanations of the paintings, recorded here as “General Bonaparte’s
passage over Mount St. Bernard”, “Napoleon in his cabinet” and “Pope Pius
the VIIth, and Cardinal Caprara, his legate.” The place of exhibition is
recorded as 20 Bedford Street, a Covent Garden address that from 1816
housed the Geological Society.
OCLC lists 1 copy only (Bodleian Library Oxford).

£450
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TWENTY BILLS FROM GEORGIAN INNS

29. [INNS.] [Twenty printed bills recording visits to different inns.]
[c.1780-1821.] Twenty printed inn bills, including both engraved and type-set specimens (sizes ranging from approx. 9
x 15cm to approx. 11 x 21cm), all with manuscript annotations, occasional marginal tears not touching text, a few with
old folds or some negligible dustiness, overall very good: Lawrence.The Red Lion Inn, Hampton. C. Sherborn sculpt. Gutter
Lane London. [c.1780]; [The Stork Inn?] By J.P. Allemand. Leicester. [1785]; George Nelson, Queen’s Head, Morpeth.
[1787];Wm.Wood. Old Kings Arms, Leeds. [c.1787]; J. Hudson, Black Bull, Morpeth. [1789]; T. Milburn. Excise-Office,
Wolsingham. [c.1790]; Porter’sWhite Swan, Brough. Heavisides, pr. Darlington. [c.1790]; Robert Punshon, at the Queen’s
Head, Durham. [c.1790]; Alexander Dodds, King’s Arms, Alnwick. [c.1790];William Arrowsmith, Rusherford. Robson pr.
Newcastle. [c.1790]; S.Twaites. Swan Inn Ferry-Bridge. [c.1800];W. Hutchinson, Golden-Lion Inn, Hexham. [1801]; G.
Hirst, Golden-Lion North-Allerton. [1803]; T. Beckwith, King’s Head, Shotley-Bridge. [c.1804]; G. Swanson, Red Lion,
Glanton. [1806]; Thomas Linsley, Rose & Crown,West Auckland. [1807]; Robert Benson, Red Lion. Stockton. [1812];
Batty. Kings Arms Foss Bridge York. [1817]; Hine, Northumberland-Arms, Felton. [1817]; Richard Brown, King’s Arms,
Temple-Sowerby. [1821].

This collection of twenty scarce British inn bills dating between c.1780 and 1821 are of interest as a record
of the sort of food, drink and other services on offer to travellers visiting towns at the end of the Georgian
era. Many have a pre-printed list of drinks and services. Among the more unusual drinks listed are included
“negus” (concocted from a mixture of port, hot water and spices), “cordial,” “punch,” and “cheerers” (spirits
mixed with warm water). The inn bills list various services offered to those staying overnight, including such
necessaries as “horses’ hay and corn,” “horses’ shoeing,” “pipes and tobacco” and “servants eating and ale.” A
variety of different decorative designs, both woodcut and engraved, many including a representation of the
sign of the inn for which it was issued, are included here. Several of the bills also include the imprint of the
provincial printer that produced them.
£2500
GEORGIAN OXFORD DESCRIBED IN POCKET GUIDE

30. [OXFORD.] A pocket companion for Oxford.
Containing, an accurate description of the public
edifices, the buildings in each of the colleges, the
gardens, statues, busts, pictures, the hieroglyphicks at
Magdalen College, and all other curiosities, in the
University. With an historical account of the foundation
of the colleges, their history, and present state. To which
is prefix’d, correct lists of the chancellors, highstewards, vice-chancellors, professors, lecturers, &c.
Oxford, printed for R. Clements. 1756. Second edition, “with additions.”
12mo (10 x 17cm) viii, 107, [1], 4pp., with 5 engraved plates, last few
leaves with negligible marginal toning at one corner, very good in contemporary marbled wrapper as issued, paper at spine and extremities with a
little wear but sound.
A scarce and early handbook for visitors to Georgian Oxford, this
companion to the city includes notes concerning the churches,
colleges, Bodleian Library, Ashmolean Museum and other
noteworthy edifices. The five engraved plates depict: “perspective
views of Radcliffe’s Library, Magdalen College new building, New
College from the garden, Peckwater Square, and the inner
quadrangle of All-Soul’s College.” First printed in 1753, this 1756
printing appears to be the second, incorporating “additions” and
an extra engraved plate – all early editions are scarce.
£450
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GEORGIAN “MAN-TRAP” IN MEZZOTINT

31. [BOWLES, Carington.] A man-trap.
[London.] Printed for Carington Bowles, No. 69 in St. Pauls ChurchYard, London. Publish’d as the act directs. [c.1780]
[numbered at foot in plate] 303. Mezzotint, with some areas of etching (plate 11.5 x 15.3cm, sheet 11.9 x 16cm) some
negligible wear to margins outside platemark, very good.

A very good impression of this scarce mezzotint satire. A fashionably-dressed young woman is depicted
stretched out on a park bench, her gaze fixed on the viewer. A sign poking out amidst a clump of hollyhocks in the fecund foliage of the background reads “Spring guns set here”. This presumably is to suggest
the danger posed to unsuspecting men - spring guns being a type of charge-loaded trap gun used in the
eighteenth century against poachers. Although legal, they had to be advertised by the erection of signage.
This plate is a skilfully reduced version of a larger mezzotint (BM Satires 5814) of the same title, published
in 1780, also by Carington Bowles (1724-1793), an earlier impression of which appears to have been titled
“The contemplative charmer.” Bowles specialised in “drolls” of this type.
£450

Rare Books

ROYAL FAMILY OF KING GEORGE II IN MEZZOTINT

32. [GEORGE II.] The Royal Family of Great Britain.
[London.] Printed for & sold by Eliz: Bakewell print & map seller against Birchin Lane Cornill London.
[c.1750?] Mezzotint (platemark 25.2 x 35cm, sheet 26.5 x 36.5cm) a few small marginal tears outside
platemark, some slight marginal dustiness in places, blank verso with some negligible stains not visible on recto,
overall very good.

Titled “The Royal Family of Great Britain”, this rare mezzotint displays nine portrait busts in ovals,
depicting King George II (1683-1760) and his immediate family: Queen Caroline (1683-1737),
Frederick, prince of Wales (1707-1751), Anne, Princess Royal (1709-1759), Princess Amelia Sophia
Eleanora (1711-1786), Princess Caroline Elizabeth (1713-1757), Prince William Augustus, Duke of
Cumberland (1721-1765), Princess Mary (1723-1772) and Princess Louise (1724-1751). The print
was published [c.1755?] by Elizabeth Bakewell “print & map seller against Birchin Lane Cornill
London”, widow of the printseller and publisher Thomas Bakewell. The copies of this print at the
British Museum (1902,1011.6993) and the National Portrait Gallery (NPG D3023) appear to have
been trimmed within the platemark, losing the imprint line at foot that is present in this untrimmed,
complete example. Provenance: collection of Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd.
£1250
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HIGHWAYMEN & BOW STREET RUNNERS IN GEORGIAN LONDON

33. [LONDON.] Bow Street myrmidons spoiling Bob Booty’s morning draught. From the
original picture by John Collet, in the possession of Carington Bowles.
London: published as the act directs by Carington Bowles, No. 69 St. Pauls Church Yard. [Numbered] 433.
[c.1785?]. Mezzotint (platemark 35.2 x 25.7cm, sheet 37 x 27.5cm) old guard adhesions to margin of blank
verso, an excellent impression, very good condition.

A rare and atmospheric mezzotint evoking crime and punishment in mid-Georgian London. Published
by Carington Bowles (1724-1793) after a painting by John Colet (c.1725-1780), the print depicts a
startled highwayman in bed with two women. Wine glasses and a masquerade mask on the floor
suggest a night of revelling. The three are startled by the forced entry into the room of a band of “Bow
Street myrmidons”, official thief-takers sent to capture “Bob Booty” and bring him to justice. One of
the women reaches for Bob’s pair of pistols while the other cowers behind him. A print on the wall
portrays the highwayman Jack Sheppard. The Bow Street Runners, developed by chief magistrate Sir
John Fielding (1721-1780), were London’s first official police force, gathering information across the
capital and capturing notorious offenders. Here they have been depicted with thick fingers and shifty
features, creating a much more fearsome spectacle than the highwayman himself. The earliest state of
this print was issued in 1781 with the title “Fielding’s myrmidon’s” (BM Satires 5947) – this second
state, issued soon after, must have been printed between 1781 and the death of Carington Bowles in
1793, suggesting a date of c.1785.
£950

Rare Books

“ALL THINGS TITHABLE, ARE SHEWN AT ONE VIEW”

34. [RIVINGTON, J.F & C.] A complete tithe-table: wherein the nature of tithes, and all
things tithable, are shewn at one view ...
[London.] Printed for J.F. & C. Rivington at No. 62, in St. Pauls ChurchYard 1781. N. Parr. Sculp. Broadside, letterpress-printed text framed by decorative engraved border. Elephant folio (platemark approx. 47 x 59.5cm, sheet
approx. 58 x 72cm) some light wear along old folds, blank verso with some old strengthening & adhesions (not
affecting printed surface on recto), very good.

A rare survival, this large engraved broadside of 1781 offers a “complete tithe-table” listing “all things
tithable”. British tithes consisted traditionally of a compulsory tax for the church, levied as “ a tenth
part of the increase”, primarily on agricultural produce, and levied in kind. The sheet details an
exhaustive list of produce subject to tithing, including different types of “harvest fruits ... herbage and
produce of the field ... fruits of trees ... nurseries, timber, and other trees and wood ... herbs, plants,
roots, and seeds, in gardens ... eggs and young ... poultry ... cattle and their produce ... wild beasts,
fish, and wild fowl ... houses and mills ... trade ...” Notes are included concerning “compositions,
custom, prescription and privilege, distinguished under their proper heads; with references to
adjudged cases, and statutes relating to tithes” The broadside is noted as being “Proper for all vestries,
halls of clergymen and gentlemen, as well as attornies ...” By the end of the eighteenth century tithes
were coming under sustained criticism, notably from the economist Adam Smith (1723-1790), and the
system was ended by the Tithe Commutation Act of 1836 which replaced payment by goods and
produce with monetary payments. The fine engraved decorative border by Nathaniel Parr (d.1751)
displays vignettes of bucolic harvest scenes in the English countryside together with ripening fruits and
bee hives.
Not in ESTC, which lists only 2 copies of 1 similar “complete-tithe table” dated 1765 (Oxford
Bodleian; McMaster).
£1750
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SATIRICAL GEORGIAN SILVER FOB SEAL

35. [SEAL.] [Fob seal with satirical “Provision for the convent” matrix design.]
[London?, c.1780.] Fob seal, silver. (length 2.8cm, dimensions of oval matrix 2.2 x 1.9cm) light wear to extremities, in a
very good state of preservation.

This rare satirical Georgian fob seal in silver can be dated to c.1780. On first glance the design of the matrix
appears to display a classical vignette of some sort, however closer inspection reveals that it is in fact modelled
on the English satirical print usually titled Provision for the convent. Popular between c.1760-c.1790, the scene
shows a monk returning to a monastery carrying a large bundle of wheat on his back. The head of a young
woman can be seen poking out from the top of the bundle and a pair of female feet emerge from the base (for
an example of the print see: BM Satires 3777). This Georgian satire on Roman Catholic monasticism seems
to have been disseminated widely – for an example of an eighteenth century tea bowl and saucer bearing the
design, see: Christie’s, Sale 9724, Chinese Export Art, New York, 23 January 2001, lot 113.
RAISING TAX TO FUND NINE YEARS’ WAR AGAINST FRANCE

£1250

36. [TAX RECEIPT.] Received [27th] day of [September] 169[3] of [the] collectors for the
[towne] of [Lindon] ... of the moneys payable ... for granting to their majesties an aid of four
shillings in the pound for one year, for carrying on a vigourous war against France; the sum
of [twenty five pounds] ...
[London.] Printed for Robert Vincent in Clifford’s –Inn-Lane, next St. Dunstan’s Church in Fleetstreet and Christopher
Conningsby at the Golden Turks Head over against St. Dunstan’s Church. Completed in manuscript 27 September 1693.
Printed form (18.5 x 9.5cm) old folds, signed off at foot by “Richd. Burneby”, uncut at lower edge.
A rare seventeenth century printed tax receipt,
dated 27 September 1693 this document records
the third quarter tax payments of £25 in total
collected for Lyndon in Rutland for a specific tax
for raising funds for the Seven Years’ War, brought
in under “An act for granting to their majesties an
aid of four shillings in the pound for one year, for
carrying on a vigourous war against France.” The
printers Robert Vincent and Christopher
Coningsby appear to have specialised in the printing
of receipts, forms, blank bonds and similar.

No copy traced in ESTC.

£450

Rare Books

CITY OF LONDON BROKERS’ MEDAL

37. [LONDON.][City of London brokers’ medal issued to] John Galpine.
[London, c.1760?] Brokers’ medal, silver, cast and chased (diameter 40mm) some light wear, very fine.

A very good example of a silver City of London brokers’ medal of the mid-eighteenth century. Dateable to
c.1760 this pass is engraved with the name of John Galpine, a member of the Haberdashers’ Company, certifying that he was licensed officially to act as a broker by the City of London Corporation. The obverse
displays the Great British royal coat of arms (House of Hanover), with the coat of arms of the City of
London to the reverse. John Galpine, son of Nathaniel Galpine (d.1750) of Mile End, was apprenticed to
William Low, haberdasher and citizen of London in 1746. He is most probably the same John Galpine
recorded as a member of the Haberdashers’ Company in The poll of the livery of London ... of 1768. Brokers
were required to produce their medals to show that they were licensed, resulting in wear to the surface
through handling, however this example remains well preserved. Scarce.

For information concerning the history of medals of this type, see: John M. Naylor, London brokers’
medals, 2008. Naylor: type 4a.
£1250
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HOARE FAMILY INVESTMENTS IN HAMPSHIRE ESTATES

38. [HOARE, Henry.] [Release by trustees; the trustees of Henry Hoare, citizen and
goldsmith of London (his sons-in-law Henry Cornelisen of Braxted in Essex, esq, and Paul
Foley of the Inner Temple, esq), with his widow Jane Hoare and brother Benjamin Hoare, to
his son and heir Henry Hoare of Stourton in Wiltshire, esq.: 1. Messuage and 190 ¾ acres of
land called Gollards Farm in Amport, Hampshire, late part of the demesne lands of the
manor of Quarley, occupied by William Benson, esq. 2. The manor of Quarley in Hampshire
with the coneygree, dovehouse, buildings and manorial profits. Recites: leases of 1 and 2
above for 21 years from 24 June 1717 at £7, William Farrer, esq, master of the Hospital or Free
Chapel of St Katherine by the Tower to Henry Hoare of Stourton in Wiltshire, esq, for the
lives of his sons Henry Hoare and Richard Hoare and of Harry Benson, with a covenant to
renew, 3 September 1722; will of Henry Hoare, bequeathing the property to his son Richard
Hoare and appointing his wife Jane Hoare and son Henry Hoare executors, 19 February
1723; codicil appointing Henry Cornelissen and Paul Foley trustees to convey the property
to his son Henry Hoare at 21, 9 March 1725.]
[London?] 28 June 1728. Manuscript indenture, ink on single sheet of vellum (approx. 90 x 72cm) in English, initial
engraved “This indenture” printed with calligraphic decoration, signed and sealed in red wax at foot by Henry Cornelisen,
Paul Foley, Henry Hoare, Jane Hoare & Benjamin Hoare, verso with endorsements including signatures of witnesses
Benjamin Benson, Norman Mead, Charles Parkes,Thomas Hawkins, John Humphreys, embossed blue tax stamp in margin,
recto with small stain affecting a few words, some light wear along old folds, verso with some dust marking, overall very
good. [TOGETHER WITH]

Rare Books

[BENSON, William.] [Award of George Greenway, clerk, arbitrator between William
Benson and Jane Hoare, Benjamin Hoare, Henry Hoare and Christopher Arnold.
Recites: settlement by William Benson, kt, of freehold and leasehold estates and
personal property on Henry Hoare of London, goldsmith, and Robert Whittell, gent
(both since dead), in trust for his wife Martha for life, and two of WB’s daughters
Martha Benson and Susan Benson, with ultimate remainder to WB’s eldest son William
Benson, esq, 20-21 Aug 1711; Henry Hoare chiefly acted in the trust and parts of the
estates were sold; death of Henry Hoare 12 Mar 1725; probate of his will by his widow
Jane Hoare (who has acted very little), brother Benjamin Hoare and son Henry Hoare;
William Benson kept his cash with Henry Hoare and Benjamin Hoare, bankers, and
after HH’s death with Benjamin Hoare, Henry Hoare the son and Christopher Arnold
(partners from the death of HH the father); four accounts of the Benson trust stated, the
last on 7 Feb 1721; statement of cash accounts, the last on 20 Jul 1722; disputes
concerning the accounts since the death of HH the father; Chancery bill exhibited by
William Benson against Jane Hoare, Benjamin Hoare, Henry Hoare and Christopher
Arnold and others but before an answer was submitted the parties agreed to refer the
matter to arbitration; arbitration bonds in £10,000, 20 Mar 1731; agreement that Henry
Hoare the son should become purchaser from William Benson of Gollards Farm in
Hampshire, part leasehold and part freehold, the purchase price to be settled by
George Greenway of Kimpton in Hampshire, clerk; inability to complete the arbitration
by the agreed date of 1 May 1731; further bonds extending the time to 15 May 1731; GG
awards: 1. That the suit commenced by William Benson should cease. 2. Henry Hoare
should by 24 June pay William Benson £2600 for the freehold and leasehold interest in
Gollards Farm (granted by Henry Hoare the father to William Benson for 20½ years
from 29 Sep 1719 at £30, 6 Nov 1719), in which sum £1940 is allowed for the lease. 3. That
four accounts stated between Henry Hoare the father and William Benson, 1714-1721
(details) shall be taken as liquidated and not be opened or unraveled. 4. That from the
death of Henry Hoare the father on 12 Mar 1725 £830 9s 4½d is due to the trust estate.
5. Further details of sums owing between the parties, leading to the payment by the
Hoares to William Benson of £1024 4s 5½d in Middle Temple Hall on 24 June 1731 in full
satisfaction of all accounts. 6. Further details of accounts to be settled between the
parties.]
[London?] 15 May 1731. Manuscript indenture, ink on two joined sheets of vellum (largest approx. 74 x 63cm) in
English, signed and sealed in red wax at foot by George Greenway, verso with endorsements including signatures of
witnesses Thomas Francis & Josiah Shaw, embossed blue tax stamp in margins of both sheets, some light wear along
old folds, verso with some dust marking, overall very good.

These two large indentures record complex transactions involving the Hampshire estate of Quarley and
the descendants of the banker and philanthropist Henry Hoare (1677-1725). His eldest son Henry
Hoare (1705-1785), banker and patron of art, is known in particular for his development of the famed
Stourhead estate in Wiltshire. Also mentioned in these documents is the politician, architect and
literary critic William Benson (1682-1754) who was involved in the building of Stourhead and other
significant projects (see: ODNB).
£1250
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“TREASURY OF THE ANCIENT NORTHERN LANGUAGES”

39. WOTTON, William. Wotton’s short
view of George Hickes’s grammaticocritical and archeological treasury of
the ancient northern languages ...
translated into English from the Latin
original ...
London, printed for, and sold by, D. Browne. 1737.
Second edition. 4to (20 x 25cm) [14], xv, [7],
206, [10]pp., nineteenth century engraved heraldic
bookplate “Spains Hall, Finchingfield, Essex” a very
good copy, printed on large paper, contemporary tree
calf, flat spine tooled in compartments with original
gilt-titled red leather label, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy on large paper of this scarce
and substantial grammatical and archaeological treatise on the “ancient northern
languages,” including investigations into Anglo
Saxon, Old English, Icelandic, “FrancoTeutonic,” Danish and Celtic, and examinations of ancient Anglo-Saxon coinage. The
text here was translated into English by
“Maurice Shelton, of Barmingham Hall in the
county of Suffolk” from the Latin of Linguarum
vett. septentrionalium thesauri grammatico-critici,
& archæologici ... conspectus brevis (London,
1708) by the linguist William Wotton (1666-1727), itself an epitome of the monumental Linguarum vett.
septentrionalium thesaurus grammatico-criticus et archæologicus (Oxford, 1705) by the antiquary George
Hickes (1642-1715). Shelton added “other curious and proper notes for a further illustration of the text,
a short appendix of notes of correction, &c. and a dedication to the Right Honourable James Reynolds,
Esq; Lord Chief Baron of his Majesty’s Court of Exchequer .” First published in 1735, this second edition
offers “emendations and large additions, besides a preface and a general index.” From the press of the
scholarly printer William Bowyer (1699-1777), the book was printed in an edition of 250 copies, incorporating several exotic typefaces including Anglo-Saxon.
Alston III, 22. Maslen & Lancaster. Bowyer ledgers, 2421.

POCKET ROMAN HISTORY
IN HARROW SCHOOL PRIZE BINDING

£950

40. FLORUS, Lucius Annaeus. ... Rerum Romanorum libri IV.
Cum notis Ioannis Isaaci Pontani accedunt variæ lectiones Ioan
Freinshemii ...
Amstelaedami apud Waesberge, Wetstein & Smith. 1736. 16mo (7 x 12.5cm) [4],
224, [108]pp., engraved title-page, modern bookplate of Robert J. Hayhurst, very
good in English calf c.1790, spine gilt in compartments with crossed arrow devices,
red leather spine label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.
The compartments of the spine of this Amsterdam-printed pocket edition
of Florus’s Roman history are decorated in gilt with a crossed arrow device
indicating that the book was presented to a pupil at Harrow school as a
prize. The binding can be dated to c.1790, during the tenure of headmaster
Joseph Drury (1750-1834). This volume might perhaps have been given
out at one of the three annual Speech Days that had been instituted by
Benjamin Heath from 1772 in replacement of the old Archery Day.
£250

“A SWEDISH AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY HAS BEEN LONG DESIRED”

Rare Books

41. WIDEGREN, Gustaf. Svenskt och engelskt lexicon, efter
Kongl. Secreteraren Sahlstedts svenska ordbok ...
Stockholm, tryckt hos Johan A. Carlbohm. 1788. First edition. 4to (19 x 23cm) [10],
897, [1]pp., a very good copy in contemporary Swedish sheep-backed speckled boards,
spine with original morocco label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy of the first edition, scarce, of this substantial Swedish and
English dictionary compiled by Gustaf Widegren, a teacher of the English
language at Stockholm. In his preface, printed in two columns in both
Swedish and English, Widegren notes that “a Swedish and English dictionary
has been long desired”, noting that those dictionaries produced by Serenius
had “long been out of print.” Taking “the vocabulary of Mr. Sahlstedt
secretary royal ... for the Swedish”, Widegren notes his incorporation of
additional technical vocabulary, including Linnean nomenclature drawn
from Pulteney’s translations and marine vocabulary from “Major Dahlman’s
Sea dictionary.” Not only was this dictionary of use in facilitating AngloSwedish commerce and communication, it was also of value in maintaining
relations between Sweden and the United States of America, a “Treaty of amity and commerce” having been
signed between the two countries in 1783. It would also have been of much use to those resident in or communicating with the West Indian island of Saint Barthélemy, a Swedish colony between 1784 and 1878.
Alston XIII, 121. ESTC lists 10 locations only (bL(2); bCt; bEu; bOa; bO; bOq; bOta; bOt; eCRAs; nNHi).
ANGLO-FRENCH COMMERCE ASSISTED BY ENGLISH GRAMMAR

£750

42. BERRY, Thomas. Vraie méthode pour apprendre facilement a parler, a lire et a écrire
l’Anglois; ou Grammaire générale de la langue Angloise ...
A Paris, chez Augustin-Martin Lottin, l’aîné. 1762. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 20.5cm)
xxviii, 580pp., a very good, crisp copy in contemporary French mottled calf, spine gilt in
compartments with floral tooling, original red morocco label titled in gilt, all edges red.

A very good copy of the first edition, rare, of this substantial English grammar
for French speakers. The author, an Englishman named Thomas Berry, begins
with a dedication to prince Friedrich von Salm-Kyrburg (1745-1794), printed
in both English and French, followed by a similarly bilingual preface:

“The English tongue, ever since the time of Queen Elizabeth, has spread itself
through all the northern nations and countries; not a noble man, gentleman,
officer, or man of business in Russia, Sweden, Denmark, Germany & Holland
but speak English. Now-a-days, it begins to spread in the southern parts of
Europe; France, Italy Spain and Portugal, are desirous to learn a language in
which they can read in their original beauty, so many hundreds of the greatest
authors that ever wrote, and still do write upon every science. But this is not
the only motive why France ought to learn English: her rival ship with English
in learning, grandeur, riches and commerce: their wars & treaties of peace, the many intermarriages, lawsuits,
proximity of nations and colonies in both Indies; the great trade France has with England, for her wines, brandy,
olives, &c. The infinite sums of money the English spend in France, especially at Paris, in time of peace, ought
to be urgent motives for learning a tongue so useful to all ranks and degrees of men ...”
In addition to his grammar, Berry has included “familiar phrases, and dialogues both useful and agreeable”, also
appending a specific section of Anglo-French marine terminology.

Alston II, 276. ESTC locates 3 copies only (Bibliothèque Mazarine; Ghent Universiteit Bibliotheek; Private
Collection).
£750
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LONDON’S FRENCH PROTESTANTS FUND PRINTING OF WALLOON PSALTER

43. [WALLOON CHURCH.] Les pseaumes de David, mis en vers François, revus et
approuvez par le Synode Walon des Provinces –Unies.
A Amsterdam, aux dépens de l’Eglise Françoise de Londres. 1729. First edition. 8vo (9.5 x 16cm) viii, 355, [1]pp.,
with additional engraved frontispiece, title-page with a little light foxing, pp.1-282 with printed music
throughout, very good in contemporary Dutch black morocco, spine and boards tooled in gilt, marbled endpapers,
light wear to extremities.
Bound in contemporary Dutch gilt-tooled black morocco, this influential 1729 revision of the
Genevan Psalter in French was approved by the Walloon Synod of the United Provinces of the
Netherlands. As a metrical psalters it includes printed music accompanying the versified psalm texts.
The imprint notes that it was printed in Amsterdam at the expense of the Protestant French Church
of London – presumably copies would have been sent to London for use by Huguenot immigrants in
England.
£750

Rare Books

RED MOROCCO WITH PRINCE WILLIAM DUKE OF GLOUCESTER’S MONOGRAM

44. KENNETT, Basil. The lives and characters of the ancient Grecian poets. Dedicated to His
Highness the Duke of Glocester ...
London, printed for Abel Swall. 1697. First edition. 8vo (12.5 x 21cm) [12], 189, [3], 82, [2]pp., with engraved
frontispiece and two leaves bearing engraved oval portraits (10 further engraved oval portraits & 1 engraved vignette in the
text), ink ownership inscription of “S. Prat Coll: Oriel 1747” to flyleaf, a fine copy printed on thick paper, contemporary red
morocco, boards panelled in gilt with floral cornerpieces, monogram of PrinceWilliam Duke of Gloucester stamped in gilt at
centre of each board, spine gilt in compartments with title direct-lettered, all edges gilt, marbled endpapers, light wear to
extremities.

Bound in contemporary gilt-tooled red morocco
and printed on thick paper, this is a deluxe copy
of this popular account of “the lives and
characters of the ancient Grecian poets” by the
antiquary and translator Basil Kennett (16741715). The dedication is addressed to the young
Prince William, Duke of Gloucester (16891700) and this copy bears his crowned
monogram stamped in gilt at the centre of both
boards. Whether this was “the” dedication copy,
or one of a number of copies associated with the
student prince, the provenance of Rev. Samuel
Prat (1727-1765) penned on the flyleaf (“S. Prat
Coll: Oriel 1747”) suggests a close connection:
Pratt’s grandfather of the same name, Rev.
Samuel Prat (d.1723) vicar of Tottenham, had
been appointed tutor to Prince William in 1693,
suggesting that this copy had remained in the
Prat family from the 1690s to mid-eighteenth
century.
Wing K297.

£1250
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MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT AFTER PETER LELY

45. [LELY, PETER.] The Right honoble the Lady Bellasis.
[London.] P Lilly pinxit. R Tompson excudit. [c.1679.] Mezzotint. (platemark: 24.8 x 33.8cm; sheet: 25.5 x 34.2) a
very good impression, in fine condition.

A fine example of this scarce and relatively early English mezzotint portrait of c.1679 depicting Susan,
Lady Belasyse (d.1713). Pursued by the duke of York, her rise to prominence at the Restoration court
during the 1670s was attributed to her wit and vivacity rather than her beauty. After a painting by the
artist and collector Sir Peter Lely (1618-1680), the most prominent portrait painter of the court of
Charles II, this mezzotint was published by Richard Tompson (d.1693). A pioneering London dealer,
auctioneer and printseller, Tompson’s business was based at The Sun in Bedford Street. Chaloner Smith 4.
£950

Rare Books

ROMAN ARCHAEOLOGY IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY YORKSHIRE

46. MORRIS, Edward. [Autograph letter signed, concerning the archaeology of
Aldborough in North Yorkshire, including discussion of the history of the town in and
after the Roman era, mosaic remains, and Roman archaeological finds.]
[Aldborough,Yorkshire.] 5 June 1692. Autograph letter signed. Folio (19 x 31cm) [2] pages in English on bifolium,
blank verso with contemporary ink note “Roman Iternerary thro’ Brittane,” paper browned, frayed at edges in places with
loss of a line of text at foot & several words at margins, old creases & folds, worn but legible.

The clergyman and antiquary Edward Morris (d.1720) writes 5 June 1692 to a fellow antiquary
concerning the antiquities of the town of Aldborough in NorthYorkshire of which he was vicar from 1677.
He begins with discussion of coin collecting, mentioning his own cabinet and the extensive collections of
several friends, noting that at Aldborough Roman coins are discovered “mostly on plowed ground within
the walls.” He follows with digressions on the history of the town from the Roman period onward, before
mentioning archaeological discoveries in the vicinity, including mosaics, “pavements w[i]th little square
stones”, making reference to “the pavement in Gloucestershire at ...Woodchester”. Morris continues with
comments concerning local archaeology, including a Roman inscription on a fragment of stone located
“in the present garden walls” and “a more than curious figure of a Rom[a]n deity, about 3 foot long” “ in
the wall of the vestry.” Other finds mentioned include “urns, old roman brick, great stones laid for aquæ
ducts ...” Morris is recorded as having been part of a circle of learned antiquaries with interests in Roman
remains. An extract from a letter sent by Morris to Tancred Robinson (1657-1748) on the subject of
Aldborough was published in Edmund Gibson’s translation of Camden’s Britannia (London, 1695), with a
related letter of 1708 being printed posthumously in Francis Drake’s Eboracum: or the history and antiquities
of the city of York (London, 1736). An early and significant letter concerning the seventeenth century
English interest in Romano-British archaeology.
£750
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JOHN WILKES IN AUGSBURG MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT

47. [HAID, Johann Philip.] John Wilkes Esq.
Negotium Academiae. Caes. Francisceae excud. Aug.Vind. [i.e. Augsburg] Cum Gratia et Privilegio Sac. Caes. Majestatis
Ioh. Philipp Haid Sculpsit [c.1765.] Mezzotint on paper (platemark approx. 26.5 x 40.5cm, thread margins) a fine
impression, in a very good state of preservation.

A fine impression of this rare mezzotint portrait of the political radical John Wilkes, engraved c.1765 by the
Augsburg printmaker Johann Philip Haid (1730-1806) and published by the Kaiserlich Franziskiche
Academie. The image appears to be a copy in reverse of a print published in 1764 in London, engraved by
James Watson (1740-1790) after a portrait by Robert Edge Pine (1730-1788). At this time Wilkes was living
in exile in France having fled Britain for Paris after the furore surrounding the North Britain trial and his
publication of the obscene poem An essay on woman. That a portrait of Wilkes should be of interest to the
German print-buying public at this time is indicative of his pan-European notoriety.
£950

Rare Books

ENGLISH POETRY PRINTED IN GOETHE’S GERMANY

48. [IBBECKEN, H.L.] Poems offer’d to the public by William Thompson.
Altenburgh. Printed for Gottl. Eman. Richter. 1781. 8vo (10 x 16cm) 168pp., title with engraved vignette, some
light foxing (mainly to first few leaves), flyleaf and front pastedown with ownership inscriptions including “Halle
the 2 of June 1872 Francis Antony Niemeyer ...”, contemporary painted paper boards, old paper label titled in
manuscript, wear to extremities of spine but binding sound.

Printed in Altenburgh in Germany, this rare volume offers British poems selected by H.L. Ibbecken,
professor of English at the Frankfurt Gymnasium, publishing under his pseudonym William Thompson.
The printed dedication is addressed to “the Right Honourable the Earl of Bretzenheim” and readers
could perhaps be forgiven for assuming that the poems were composed by Ibbecken himself - in fact it
appears that he drew them, unattributed, from a variety of eighteenth century English sources.
Included are several poems by Mary Chandler (1687-1745), Thomas Brerewood (d.1748), Hester
Chapone (1727-1801) and John Cunningham (1729-1773). Ibbecken published a number of
grammars, letter books and selections from English literature in the 1770s and early 1780s – all seem
to have been printed in Germany, most under the pseudonym of Thompson. Depicting an astronomer
with globe and telescope, the engraved vignette on the title-page bears the engraved signature of the
Leipzig printmaker Gottlieb August Liebe (1746-1819).
ESTC records 2 copies only (Universitäts-und Landesbibliothek Sachsen-Anhalt; University of
Chicago). No copy traced in British Library.
£950
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DEFENCE COUNSEL FOR JOHN WILKES & JOHN THE PAINTER

49. [JONES, John.] James Mansfield Esq.r
[London.] L.Vaslet pinx. Engraved by J. Jones engraver extraordinary to his His R. H. the Prince of Wales & principal
engraver to His R. H. the duke ofYork. Published as the act directs May 14. 1791 by J. Jones no. 75 Great Portland Street.
Mary-le-bone. Mezzotint (platemark 27.7 x 38cm, sheet 32 x 44cm), very good with large margins.

Depicting the prominent barrister and judge James Mansfield (1734-1821), this large mezzotint portrait was
engraved and published by John Jones (c.1755-1796) after [a pastel?] by Lewis Vaslet (1742-1808). Mansfield
was involved in many famous trials. He argued for bail as counsel to John Wilkes (1725-1797) after his return
from continental exile in 1768. In 1777 he defended the pro-American James Aiken (1752-1777) , aka John
the Painter, responsible for a spate of arson attacks at British naval facilities. Appointed solicitor-general in
1780, he was involved in the prosecution of Lord George Gordon (1751-1793), charged with high treason
for instigating the anti-Roman Catholic Gordon Riots. In 1804 he was knighted and appointed chief justice
of the common pleas. Chaloner Smith 52, i (proof with open letters).
£650

Rare Books

INFLUENTIAL HISTORY OF THE ISRAELITES

50. FLEURY, Claude. A short history of the Israelites. With an account of their manners,
customs, laws, polity and religion. Being an useful introduction to the reading of the Old
Testament. Translated from the French ... by Ellis Farneworth, M.A
London, printed for J.Whiston and B.White. 1756. First edition in English. 8vo (13.5 x 20cm) viii, 240pp., very good in
contemporary reverse calf, boards with decorative blind-rolled panels, original gilt-titled red morocco spine label, light
wear to extremities, engraved heraldic bookplate of c.1790 (“Kinnaird”), light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this translation of Les Moeurs des Israélites (Paris, 1681) by the French historian Claude
Fleury (1640-1723), an influential account of “the manners, customs, laws, polity, and religion” of the
ancient Israelites. The translation into English was made by Thomas Bedford (1707-1773) for the benefit of
fellow clergyman Ellis Farneworth (1713-1763). The book is arranged in three parts around the history of
the Patriarchs, the Israelites and the Jews. Chapter headings for sections concerning the Israelites include:
“nobility ... arts and trades ... wearing apparel ... houses and furniture ... diet ... purifications ... marriages
and women ... the education of their children ... politeness ... pleasures ... mourning ... funerals ... religion
... fasts and vows ... prophets ... political state, liberty and domestick power ... administration of justice ...”
Part three includes sectional headings titled: “The Jews. Their captivity. ... The return of the Jews and their
condition under the Persians ... The state of the Jews under the Macedonians ... Their sects and superstitions
...” The book was printed by William Bowyer (1699-1777) in an edition of five hundred copies.
ESTC locates only 9 copies (bL; bC; bEn; bLjc; bLONG; bOhj; nTxHR; nDLC; nCU-L). Maslen and
Lancaster, Bowyer ledgers, 4044.
£1250
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PROTESTANT
MISSIONARY IN INDIA
SENDS REPORT TO
LONDON

51. CRISP, Edmund.
[Letter signed to Rev.
William Orme, foreign
secretary to the London
Missionary
Society,
containing a report on
his missionary activities
at Kumbakonam.]
“Combaconam Oct. 1 1829.”
Letter signed. Folio (20 x 31)
[7] pages penned on 2 bifolia,
verso of final leaf penned with
manuscript address panel,
related postal handstamps, two
small paper repairs to tears
caused by seal opening (loss of a
few words), letter marked in
manuscript
“duplicate”
indicating that the this was the
second posting of this report,
some light wear along old folds,
very good.

Dated 1 October 1829, this letter signed by Edmund Crisp of the London Missionary Society was sent
from the Indian town of Kumbakonam (“Combaconam”) to London, providing a lengthy report addressed
to the congregationalist minister and secretary of the society Rev. William Orme (1787-1830). Crisp
includes a critical assessment of the mission under headings including “The native teachers ... The Mission
Chapel ... Tamil preaching”, providing an account of his journey from Madras to Kumbakonam, as well as
descriptions of “Trivaselloor ... Ammonpettah ... Treviar,” and accounts of the progress of mission-run
schools.
£450
TRAVELLING IN THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE

52. [GRAND TOUR.] [Travelling firman for Sir
Jacob Henry Preston.]
[c.1840?] Manuscript, ink on single sheet of paper (approx. 55
x 77cm) [1] page, penned in Ottoman Turkish, “GFA” watermark
(Fratelli Gava manufactory of Lombardy & Venice?), small stain
with related small hole not affecting text, old folds, verso with
contemporary ink annotation: “Travelling firman for Sir Jacob
Henry Preston”, old folds, very good.

This scarce example of a mid-nineteenth century
Levantine manuscript firman granting permission to
travel in the Ottoman Empire was issued to Sir Jacob
Henry Preston 2nd baronet (1812-1891). Educated at
Westminster and Trinity College, Cambridge (B.A.
1832), Preston’s seat was at Beeston Hall, Beeston St.
Lawrence, near Norwich in Norfolk.
£450

Rare Books

CLARA THE RHINOCEROS VISITS GERMANY

53. [WERNER, Peter Paul.] [Visit of Clara the Rhinoceros to Stuttgart in 1748.]
Nürnberg. P.P.Werner. [1748.] Medal, white metal [tin?] (diameter 40.5mm ) obverse with image of Clara facing left,
reverse with text in French beginning “Ce Rhinoceros a été amené d’Asie ...”, reverse with some light wear to extremities, overall in a very good state of preservation.

This souvenir medal by Peter Paul Werner (1689-1771) of Nuremberg records the visit to Stuttgart in
1748 of Clara (c.1738-1758), a female Indian rhinoceros celebrated as a curiosity in Europe during
seventeen years of touring in the 1740s and 1750s. In Bengal in 1738, after her mother was killed by
hunters, Clara was adopted as a calf by Jan Albert Sichterman (1692-1764), a director of the Dutch East
India Company. By gift or sale she came into the ownership of Douwe Mout van der Meer (1704-1775),
an East India Company merchant who in 1740 took Clara back to the Netherlands, arriving at Rotterdam
22 July 1741. She was exhibited throughout Europe, including in the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, Austria, France, Italy, Denmark and Great Britain, where she died in London 14 April 1758.
Clara’s tour through Germany included visits to Berlin, Regensburg, Freiberg, Dresden, Leipzig,
Stuttgart, Augsburg and Nuremberg. Erlanger 1138.
£450
“IN HUMBLE IMITATION OF LORD BYRON’S FAREWELL TO MALTA”

54. [MALTA.] In humble imitation of Lord Byron’s farewell to
Malta. (Written on leaving Malta in 1828).
[Valletta.] [Malta: printed at 301 Strada San Paolo.] [1828.] 8vo (14 x 22cm) 4pp.
on bifolium, drop-head title, unbound as issued.
Printed in the Maltese capital Valletta at the printing press at “301 Strada San
Paolo”, this poem appears to be unrecorded. Written “in humble imitation of
Lord Byron’s farewell to Malta” (1811), it seems likely that the anonymous
poet, writing on departure from the island in 1828, was most probably a
member of the 85th Regiment of Foot, the Bucks Volunteers, which was
posted to Malta in the 1820s. Offering a jocular overview of the idiosyncrasies of the island it includes reference to the baking climate, native flora
and fauna, local population, “quarantine and plague”, English soldiers and
sailors, gambling, cuckoldry, pirates and saints.
Not traced in OCLC or elsewhere.

£350
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GERMAN EXPLORER OF ARABIA & PALESTINE

55. [DUNKER, E.C.] U. J. Seetzen Russ. Kaiserl: Kammerassessor und doctor ...
[Jever.] A. Garlichs. E.C. Dunker gemalt. F.C. Bierweiler geschabt. 1818. Mezzotint (2 plates: mezzotint platemark 23
x 29.1cm, title plate below 22.5 x 7.2cm, sheet 30 x 44cm) a fine impression, a few negligible marginal fox marks,very
good condition.

This impressive and rare mezzotint depicting the German explorer of Arabia and Palestine Ulrich Jasper
Seetzen (1767-1811) was published in 1818 in his home town of Jever in German Frisia. A medical
graduate at Göttingen, Seetzen is here commemorated as an accomplished traveller. In 1802 he set out
down the Danube for Constantinople, heading onward via Smyrna to Aleppo where he studied Arabic.
His journeys in Jordan and Palestine were published first as A brief account of the countries adjoining the lake
of Tiberias, the Jordan, and the Dead Sea (Bath, 1810). A German edition of his travels was published posthumously as Ulrich Jasper Seetzen’s Reisen durch Syrien, Palästina, Phönicien, die Transjordan-länder, Arabia Petraea
und Unter-Aegypten (4 vols, Berling, 1854-1859). Seetzen travelled extensively in Arabia, visiting Mecca as
a pilgrim in October 1809, after which he converted to Islam. In September 1811 he was found dead
after leaving Mocha bound for Muscat, thought to have been poisoned by his guides on order of the Imam
of Sana’a. Provenance: collection of Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd.
£1250

Rare Books

MANDEVILLE’S TRAVELS FOR ITALIAN RENAISSANCE READERS

56. [MANDEVILLE, John.] Ioanne de Mandavilla, nelquale si contengono di molte cose
maravigliose. Con la tavola di tutti i capitoli, che nella presente opera si contengono.
Novamente stampato, & ricoretto.
In Venetia [Andrea Muschio for Battista Mammello.] 1567. 8vo (10 x 15cm) 106 ff., title-page with woodcut bust in
oval, title with a few small ink stains, quires f-k with even paper browning (not affecting legibility), a few small stains,
blank verso of final leaf with early ink erasure of contemporary ownership inscription (recoverable as “questo libro e di
andrea della porta”) ink burn from erasure causing loss of a few printed letters to recto of final leaf, sixteenth century
Italian limp vellum, spine titled in ink, all edges green, light wear to extremities.
This rare Italian edition of Mandeville’s Travels was printed in Venice in 1567. Styled as a pocket edition
“novamente stampato, & ricoretto”, it was printed anonymously by Andrea Muschio for the bookseller
Battista Mammello and bears Mammello’s woodcut device, a bust of Caesar within an oval, on the title
page. Accounts of Sir John Mandeville’s Itinerarium to the Holy Land, Egypt, Turkey, India and China circulated in manuscript from the fourteenth century onwards. The descriptions of strange beasts and exotic
foreign lands helped shape the European idea of “the East”. Of the more than fifteen editions to have been
printed in Italy, the earliest in 1480, this 1567 edition appears to be the last to come off the press, the
version here representing the final state in the development of the text from medieval to mid-sixteenth
century Italian orthography.

We have traced only one record of the sale of this edition at auction: Sotheby’s, London, sold for £1800,
10 November 1959. OCLC locates 7 copies only (New York Public Library; Stanford University Library;
Bibliothèque Nationale de France; National Library of Scotland; Herzog August Bibliothek; Danish Union
Catalogue; Folger Shakespeare Library).
£3500
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Rare Books

HAMBURG TO BOMBAY IN MANUSCRIPT STAMMBUCH

57. [TRAVERS, Peter Paré.] [Stammbuch filled with manuscript entries penned in
Hamburg, Lisbon, Bombay and England by friends and acquaintances.]
[1783-1832.] Manuscript, ink on paper. Oblong 8vo (19 x 12cm) 32, 35-40, 43-76, 81-116, 119-130, 133-146,
149-158, 161-178, 181-186, 191-231pp., including 4 cut paper silhouettes pasted in (1 on patterned paper pastedowns) & several small drawings in various media, some dustmarking throughout (not affecting legibility), eighteenth
century German maroon morocco, boards decorated with gilt-tooled lozenge design with floral cornerpieces, spine gilt
in compartments with original gilt-stamped label titled “Denkmaal der Freundschaft”, all edges gilt, wear to extremities but binding sound.
This gilt-tooled volume is filled with manuscript entries penned between 1783 and 1832 by friends and
acquaintances of Peter Paré Travers (1768-1833). From the 1790s Travers was in Bombay, employed in
the civil service of the East India Company, however the earliest entries here date from Hamburg in 1783,
where presumably this stammbuch was purchased. Stammbücher were small albums, often finely bound,
usually in oblong 8vo size, in which friends would pen short entries, often in verse, and draw vignettes
on Romantic or picturesque themes. Anton Ernst Klausing’s revision of Theodor Arnold’s DeutschEnglischesWorterbuch (Leipzig, 1792) defines a Stammbuch as: “a scholar’s remembrance book of his friends”.
Included are four cut-paper silhouettes dating from Hamburg in the 1780s. Presumably Travers was
visiting Germany in a mercantile context. Entries have been penned by both British and German acquaintances in Hamburg, among them English and Scottish merchants, including the English consul William
Hanbury (1755-1798). Entries by Travers’ parents were written in Lisbon in 1790, his father Peter Travers
M.D. (d.1815) being physician to the Royal Hospital there. The Indian entries date from c.1794, penned
primarily by other British expatriates in Bombay, one naming Travers’ residence, “Single Tree Cottage near
Bombay.” Travers must have returned to England c. 1810 as a number of entries make reference to his
residence at Fairfield Lodge in Topsham, Devon. A rare example of an unusually international Stammbuch
with entries gathered over several decades by a well-travelled East India Company employee.
£2500
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MISTRESS OF AN EAST INDIA COMPANY NABOB

58. [REYNOLDS, Joshua.] A lady and child.
London, published May 10th; 1787 by W. Dickinson, engraver no. 158 Bond Street. Painted by Joshua Reynolds.
Engraved by J. Grozer. Mezzotint (platemark 35.3 x 50.2cm, sheet approx. 37.1 x 52cm) small collector’s ink stamp
to verso, a fine impression, very good condition.

A fine example of this large mezzotint engraved by Joseph Grozer (c.1755-1798) after a painting by
Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792). Published in 1787 by William Dickinson (1746-1823) it bears the address
of his central London premises situated at 158 Bond Street. Titled “A lady and child”, the print displays a
fashionably-dressed young mother seated with her laughing child, the pair depicted against a backdrop of
manicured parkland. Reynolds’ own manuscript accounts record the sitter as “Mrs. Seaforth”, noting that
the portrait was paid for by “Mr. Barwell.” One of the most wealthy nabobs of the East India Company,
Richard Barwell (1741-1804) was known for his extravagant lifestyle both in India and after his return to
England in 1780. “Mrs. Seaforth” here was used as an alias for his mistress Rebecca Lyne (b.1764?),
mother of several of Barwell’s illegitimate children. Reynolds, known for his judicious choices in transposing his clients on to canvas depicted as appropriate characters drawn from classical antiquity, had
already painted her in 1786 as the Roman Vestal Virgin Tuccia, perhaps with a deliberate brushful of irony.
Chaloner Smith 17, II; Hamilton, p.130, III.

£1250

Rare Books

EAST INDA COMPANY FINANCE - SIGNED BY WARREN HASTINGS

59. [HASTINGS, Warren.] [Printed bill of exchange issued by the East India Company
at] Fort William the 2d December 1783 ... for pounds sterling £1041 13[s.] 4[d.] or
current rupees 10,000 at 2 shillings & 1 penny ... unto [Jonathan Duncan] on account
of the investment loan ... allowing interest at the rate of five per cent per annum after
the expiration of three hundred and sixty five days from the presentation hereof ...
Fort William [Calcutta.], 2 December 1783. Printed bill of exchange, on paper. Oblong folio (38.5 x 25cm)
completed in manuscript, with signatures of Warren Hastings, Edward Wheeler, John Macpherson, John Stables &
James Miller “sub accompt”, verso with autograph signed endorsement by holder Jonathan Duncan: “Please to pay
the amount to John & Jonathan Michie Esquires of London on account of ...”, on thick laid paper watermarked “J
Whatman”, a few small wormholes at foot not affecting text, old folds, some slight fraying at margins, in a very
good state of preservation.

Issued 2 December 1783 at Fort William in Calcutta this is a scarce example of an East India
Company financial instrument bearing the signature of the colonial administrator Warren Hastings
(1732-1818) during the heyday of his influence, before he became mired in impeachment and the
famously lengthy trial. This bill of exchange was issued to Jonathan Duncan (1756-1811) on account
of his subscribing to an interest bearing loan issued by the East India Company to raise capital.
Duncan, whose signature is penned on the verso, was a gifted linguist, rising through the East India
Company hierarchy and later becoming governor of Bombay. The signatures of three members of the
Supreme Council of Bengal are also present here: John Stables, Edward Wheeler (1733-1784) and
Sir John Macpherson (1745-1821), later governor-general of Bengal.
£1500
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MARTHA & MARY IN SEVENTEENTH CENTURY ENGLISH MEZZOTINT

60. [FAITHORNE, William.] Mary commended, Martha reprehended:
[London.] A Coypel pinxW Faithorne fec: E Cooper ex: [c.1695.] Mezzotint (platemark 32.6 x 23cm, sheet 32.8
x 23.2cm) thread margins outside plate, some negligible surface wear at margins, very good.

A very good example of this scarce early English religious mezzotint depicting Jesus at the home of
Martha and Mary (Luke 10; 38-42), titled here “Mary commended, Martha reprehended”. The home
of Lazarus, Martha and Mary of Bethany has been given a somewhat neoclassical makeover. Jesus is
depicted with hand outstretched to Mary who sits at his feet, listening to his teachings, while Martha,
standing, is occupied with chores. Engraved c.1695 by William Faithorne the younger (c.16701703), the plate is thought to be a copy in reverse of an engraving by Louis Simmoneau (1654-1727)
after a painting by Antoine Coypel (1661-1722). Published by the prominent London mezzotint
publisher Edward Cooper (d.1725) whose premises were situated at the sign of the Three Pigeons in
Bedford Street, Covent Garden, this is the earliest of several states. In the eighteenth century the
plate entered the inventory of the Bowles family and continued to be printed into at least the 1790s.
We have traced examples of this state (i) at the British Museum (1881,0611.255) and Yale Center for
British Art (B1970.3.902), both of which appear to be trimmed within the platemark.
£950

Rare Books

LUTHERAN MARRIAGE REGULATIONS FOR AUGSBURG APPRENTICES

61. [AUGSBURG.] Ains Ersamen Raths, zu Augspurg, Statut und Gesetz, der Heyraten halb,
zwischen Eehalten unnd anndern Personen, die nit Burger alhie seyen, noch das
Burgerrecht erheyraten.
[Augsburg, Heinrich Steiner.] 14 October 1544. Broadside, oblong folio (approx. 44 x 32.5cm) edges uncut, old central
vertical fold, some negligible toning at the margins, small tear at centre of sheet (no loss of text), very good.

This large printed broadside dated 14 October 1544 records a proclamation issued by the town council of
Augsburg concerning the regulation of Lutheran marriages in the city. These new guidelines were brought
in on account of the occurrence of too many thoughtless and unsuitable marriages, the text noting the
concern of the local authorities that many of the poorer citizens marrying did not have the financial means
to support themselves or their offspring. The text then outlines various controls, in particular concerning
the need for maids and apprentices to have undertaken 10 years of service and obtain good references before
being granted the right to marry within the city.

Not in VD16. OCLC lists 3 copies only (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek; Staats-und Stadtbibliothek Augsburg;
Yale University Library).
£1250
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BUNYAN’S PILGRIM’S PROGRESS TRANSLATED INTO PORTUGUESE

62. [BUNYAN, John.] Peregrinaçaõ de hum Christaõ, ou Viagem para a cidade celeste,
debaixo da allegoria de hum sonho.
Lisboa, na Typografia Rollandiana. 1782. First edition in Portuguese. 8vo (10 x 16.5cm) 219, [5]pp., with
additional engraved frontispiece, title-page & frontispiece with some light dust marking, paper with some light even
toning, contemporary sheep, spine tooled in gilt with gilt-titled leather label, some light wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of the first Portuguese translation of The Pilgrim’s Progress (1678) by John Bunyan
(1628-1688). This translation of the first book of Bunyan’s Christian allegory seems to have been made
by the Lisbon publisher Francisco Rolland (“Por F[rancisco].R[olland]. I[mpressor-]. L[ivreiro]. E[m].
L[isboa].”). That a work of seventeenth century English Puritanism should be translated into Portuguese
a century after publication is indicative of the extraordinary influence of this text. A five page list of
books published by Rolland is appended.
OCLC locates 3 copies only (University of Alberta; British Library; Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam).

£950

Rare Books

NEW ENGLAND MINISTER CONVERTED TO CATHOLICISM

63. THAYER, John. Relacion de la
conversion del Sr. Juan Thayer, antes
ministro Protestante en Boston en la
America septentrional, y convertido a la
religion Catolica en Roma el dia 25. De
Mayo de 1783 ...
Barcelona, por la Viuda Piferrer. [1788.] First edition
in Spanish. 24mo (10 x 14cm) 96pp., first & last few
pages with some negligible dustiness, light wear to
extremities, nineteenth century marbled paper wrapper.

First edition in Spanish translation, scarce, of this
account of the conversion to Roman Catholicism
of the New England Congregationalist minister
John Thayer (1755-1815). Born in Boston and
educated at Yale, Thayer had served as a chaplain
during the American War of Independence. On a
visit to Rome in 1783 he was moved to convert to
Roman Catholicism and in 1789 was ordained as
a Roman Catholic priest in Paris. After stints in
Boston, Virginia and Kentucky, he returned to
Europe, settling in Ireland at Limerick. This
Spanish edition was translated from the French,
itself a translation of the English edition first
published as An account of the conversion of the
Reverend Mr. John Thayer, lately a Protestant minister,
at Boston in North America, who embraced the Roman
Catholic religion at Rome ... (London, 1787).
Sabin 95253; Palau 331310.

£1250

DIAMOND JEWEL FROM SIR JOHN CHARDIN FOR FRENCH IN PONDICHERRY

64. [CUPERLY, François.] [Autograph letter signed [to Sir John
Chardin] concerning the procuring of a cross bearing
diamonds to the value of 300 pagodas and mentioning the
embassy of Claude Boyvin d’Hardancourt to the nabob of
Oudh.]
Fort Louis [Pondicherry.] 4 August 1708. Autograph letter signed. 4to (17.5 x
23cm) [2] pages in French, penned on bifolum, verso with contemporary ink receipt
note:“Diamonds.To Sir John Chardin”, old folds, some slight dustiness to blank verso
of second leaf of bifolium, very good.

A rare and early example of correspondence sent from the French trading
settlement at Pondicherry in India, this letter was written 4 August 1708
by the merchant François Cuperly from the newly-completed French base
of Fort Louis. Sent to London to the Anglo-French traveller and
merchant-jeweller Sir John Chardin (1643-1712), the letter concerns the
procuring of a cross bearing diamonds to the value of 300 pagodas, also
mentioning the embassy to the nabob of Oudh headed by Claude Boyvin
d’Hardancourt, secretary to the French company at Pondicherry. The
writer Cuperly had mercantile interests in coffee production and was
brother in law of François Martin, first governor general of Pondicherry.
£650
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GEORGIAN YOUTH DEPICTED BY DUTCH MEZZOTINTER

65. [BLEECK, Pieter van.] The maid in rural happyness, pursues her innocent employ ...
[London.] Morellio pinx.t P[ieter].V[an]. B[leeck]. 1757. Mezzotint (platemark 31.5 x 28cm; sheet 33.5 x 29.5cm)
a fine impression.

A fine impression of this rare mezzotint produced in London by the Dutch artist Peter van Bleek (16971764), after a work attributed to the Spanish baroque painter Bartolomé Esteban Murillo (1617-1682).
A young girl and boy are feeding a pair of rabbits at dusk, the girl holding a large cabbage. Born in The
Hague, Van Bleek moved to London in 1723 establishing himself as a portrait painter and mezzotint
engraver.
£750

Rare Books

ABOLITIONIST, POET & SUPPORTER OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

66. WILLIAMS, Helen Maria. Recueil de poésies, extraites des ouvrages d’Helena-Maria
Williams, traduites de l’Anglais par M. Stanislas de Boufflers ... Et par M. Esménard.
Paris, Fr. Cocheris fils. 1808. First edition in French. 8vo (13.5 x 21.5cm) vii, [1], 137, [3]pp., a fine copy on large
paper papier vélin, contemporary French red morocco in the style of Bozerain, spine & borders of boards tooled in gilt,
small marginal tear to one leaf (not affecting text), spine with title direct tooled in gilt, blue watered silk doublures
edged with gilt tooling, light wear to extremities.

Bound in French gilt-tooled red morocco in the Napoleonic style,
with blue watered silk doublures, this is a deluxe copy of this scarce
collection of French translations of poems by the English poet and
writer Helen Maria Williams (1759-1827). In the 1780s she built
her reputation in London as a poet and writer, becoming a
prominent supporter of the abolition of slavery. Following the
outbreak of the French Revolution she spent much of her life in
France. A radical and supporter of revolutionary ideals, she charted
the French tumult of the 1790s, beginning with Letters written in
France (1790), continued as Letters from France (1792-1796).
Translated under the editorship of Charles Poujens by two
prominent Frenchmen, the statesman and fellow abolitionist
Stanislas be Boufflers (1738-1815) and the traveller and writer
Joseph-Alphonse Esménard (1770-1811), these poems appear to
have been translated specifically for this volume. In addition to
Romantic and Sentimental themes, included here are poems on
exotic subjects (“Sonnet sur la ligne équinoxiale”; “Sonnet sur
l’oiseau du tropique”), Alpine travel (“Les glaciers des Alpes. Au
docteur Darwin”; “Hymne, composé au milieu des Alpes”) and the
Americas (“Nouvelle Américaine”; “Zamor”).
£1250
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WILLIAM PRIESTLEY IN REVOLUTIONARY FRANCE - LATER A LOUISIANA PLANTER

67. [SAYERS, James.] Monsieur Francois introduces master Pr***tly to the National
Assembly.
[London.] Publ.d by Thos Cornell 18th June 1792. Etching (platemark 20 x 27.3cm; sheet approx. 32.5 x 43cm) uncut
sheet with large margins, watermarked “J Bates”, a few faint folds & some negligible wear at edges, very good.

This print satirises the visit made by William Priestley (1771-1838), second son of the radical natural
philosopher Joseph Priestley (1733-1804), to France in 1792. Depicted before the revolutionary National
Assembly, Priestley is shown being controlled by the president, a caricatured François-Alexandre Tardiveau
(1761-1833), before the members of the assembly who have been given grotesque animal features. A text
bubble shows Priestley exclaiming: “Papa sends me to you for improvement I will bear true allegiance &c.”
He is pictured wired up to an electrical apparatus connected to a jar labelled “Phlogiston from Hackney
College”, making reference to his father Joseph Priestley’s electrical experiments and the London dissenting
academy at which he was lecturing in the early 1790s. Priestley was naturalised in France in 1792, however
following the September Massacres he migrated to America. After running a farm in Pennsylvania he moved
in 1801 to Pointe Coupee Parish, Louisiana, several years later purchasing a sugar plantation down river at
Vacherie, St. James Parish. In 1825 his son William Priestley Jr (c.1798-1841) was elected to the Louisiana
House of Representatives. BM Satire 8108. Scarce.
£750

Rare Books

MINERVA PRESS NOVEL REPRINTED IN DUBLIN

68. [NOVEL.] The carpenter’s daughter, of Derham-Down; or, sketches on the banks of
Windermere.
Dublin, printed for messrs. A. Greuber,W. Sleater,W. M’Kenzie, J. Moore,W. Jones, R. M’Allister, and J. Rice. 1792. Second
edition. 12mo (10.5 x 16cm) [2], 302pp., title with contemporary ownership inscriptions “ ...Westman[?] ...”, a few
patches of light marginal toning, contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, flat spine with original gilt-titled red leather
label, very good.

A very good copy of the rare Dublin reprint of this novel, following the first printing by William Lane’s
Minerva Press in London in 1791. A novel of sentiment with settings contrasting the picturesque
Windermere with urban London, the heroine of the tale is Betsy Braddyl, a carpenter’s daughter. The rural
idyll is shattered when Betsy’s suitor, the handsome former “drum-boy in the country militia” Ned Sandford,
much to the surprise of the local gentry and retired officers of his locality, is hauled before a magistrate,
accused of “footpad robbery.” The Critical Review (vol 4. London, 1792, p.236) was broadly positive:
“Windermere is introduced, probably to render the title more fascinating, but this celebrated lake has little
connection with the story, and indeed it wanted no adventitious assistance. The whole is entertaining and
interesting; the characters diversified, and generally amiable. In the conduct of the story there are many
improbabilities, and the changes are seldom skilfully introduced: we were much surprised that, with some
knowledge of the manners of the world, and some skill in developing the intricacies of the human heart,
there should be so great a defect in the mechanical business of arrangement ... ” The anonymous author
followed this work with the successful gothic novel Count Roderic’s Castle, also published by the Minerva Press
(London, 1794).
ESTC locates 3 copies only (British Library; Bodleian Library Oxford; New York Society Library). The
London edition is similarly rare: Garside, Raven & Schowerling 1791:4.
£750
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NOVEL SATIRISING RADICALISM - TRANSLATED FOR FRENCH READERS

69. [HAMILTON, Elizabeth.] Bridgetina, ou Les philosophes modernes. Trad. De l’anglais ...
A Paris, chez le Normant. 1802. First edition in French. 4 volumes bound in 1. 12mo (10.5 x 17cm) [4], xviii, [2], 317,
[1]; [4], 357, [1]; [4], 343, [1]; [4], 328pp., complete with half-title & engraved frontispiece to each of the 4 volumes,
a few negligible fox marks in the margins, very good in contemporary calf-backed red paper-covered boards, front board
stamped in gilt “M.m D’Arçon Brenez”, heraldic engraved bookplate with ink contemporary ink note “... R F D’Arçon
Brenez”, flat spine gilt in compartments with original black leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition in French, rare, of this translation of the satirical novel Memoirs of modern philosophers (Bath,
1800), an influential critique on what the novelist and essayist Elizabeth Hamilton (1756-1816) perceived
as the excesses of the philosophy of 1790s radicalism. Hamilton treads a middle way, criticising William
Godwin (1756-1836) while praising Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797). Her narrative here follows the
trajectories of three women, Julia Delmond, Bridgetina Botherim, and Harriet Orwell, their differing
responses to contemporary ideas being used to project her own personal positions on female education and
philosophy. That this work was read in France by female writers is shown by the provenance of this copy
which belonged to Reine-Françoise Brenez d’Arçon (1781-1843), French woman of letters and poet.
OCLC locates 7 copies only (University of California Los Angeles; Houghton Library, Harvard; British
Library; Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Forschungsbibliothek Gotha; Bayerische Staatsbibliothek;
Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek).
£1750

Rare Books

FRANCO-IRISH JACOBITE NOVEL IN FIRST ENGLISH TRANSLATION

70. PRÉVOST D’EXILES, Antoine François. The Dean of Coleraine. A moral history, founded
on the memoirs of an illustrious family in Ireland. Translated from the French. In three
volumes.
London, printed for T. Cooper. 1742-1743. First edition in English translation. 3 volumes. 12mo (10.5 x 17.5cm) [2],
290; 275, [1]; 287, [1]pp., 3 leaves (k8-10) in volume 3 with negligible loss at tips of upper corners (not touching
text), very good in contemporary mottled calf, spines gilt in compartments with red and black morocco labels titled in
gilt, some light wear to extremities, overall a very good set.

First edition in English translation, rare, of Le doyen de Killerine (1735-1740), third novel of French writer
the Abbé Prévost (1697-1763), following Mémoires et aventures d’un homme de qualité ... (1728-1731) and Le
philosophe anglois, ou Histoire de Monsieur Cleveland (1731-1739). Notable in particular for its Irish setting, Le
doyen de Killerine traces the story of a well-intentioned but overbearing Irish Jacobite cleric, an eldest son,
who accompanies his two quarrelsome half-brothers and their marriageable sister to France, watching over
them as they seek their fortunes. Although today Prévost is remembered in particular today for Manon
Lescaut (1731) contemporary interest in Le doyen de Killerine is shown by the fact that this London-printed
edition was followed immediately by two different Dublin-printed editions, both issued also in 1742. That
published for Edward Exshaw appears to be a reprint of this translation, while a different translation by “Mr.
Erskine” was “printed for John Smith, George Ewing, and Thomas Bacon” in two volumes.

ESTC records 14 locations only (bL; bDk; bO (2); bPC007; bDt (2); bLEu; nMH-H; nCSmH; nCaOHM;
nCSt; nDLC; nIU; nCtY-BR).
£1950
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SCOTTISH ADVOCATE & ILLUSTRATOR’S NORFOLK EDUCATION

71. SCOTT MONCRIEFF,
Robert. [Two autograph
letters signed to his sister,
concerning
his
time
studying in Norfolk under
Rev. Henry Jowett of Little
Dunham.]
Little Dunham [Norfolk], 19
January & 7 February 1811. 2
autograph letters signed. 4to (18.5
x 23cm) [7] pages of text in total,
both bifolia with address panels
penned on verso of second leaf,
letter of 7 Feb. with watercolour
floorplan drawn en grisaille;
together with an additional letter,
12 October 1812, 4to, [3] pages on
bifolium, addressed
to Scott
Moncrieff in Edinburgh by a family
member, second leaves with
marginal tears from seal opening,
old folds, very good.

Two letters penned in 1811 by Robert Scott Moncrieff (1793-1869), Scottish advocate and illustrator.
Here at the age of eighteen he writes to a sister in Edinburgh with an account of his time studying in
Norfolk under Rev. Henry Jowett (1756-1830) of Little Dunham. Scott Moncrieff outlines his studies,
discusses his friendships with other students and provides a detailed room-by-room written description of
the rectory at Little Dunham which Jowett seems to have operated as a small academy. An annotated
watercolour floorplan of the rectory is drawn in the letter dated 7 February 1811.
£450
FRENCH MISCELLANY PRINTED FOR SCOTTISH SUBSCRIBERS

72. KER, William. Nouveau recueil, très utile pour bien
entendre la fable, le sublime, l’histoire, & la poesie, &c.
A Edinbourg, Imprimé par Guillaume Cheyne. 1737. First edition. 8vo
(11.5 x 18cm) [6],iii-lxxxiv,456pp., a very good copy, crisp and fresh
in contemporary gilt-ruled calf, spine gilt in compartments with original
gilt-titled leather label, small eighteenth century paper label at foot of
spine bearing manuscript shelfmark, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy of the first edition of this scarce Edinburghprinted collection of French texts, a miscellany including fables
translated from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, treatises “par Mess.
Del’Academie Françoise” on “l’âge des premiers hommes ... les
eclipses ... la peinture”, extracts from St. Evremont and Boileau,
Cribillon’s tragedy Rhadamisthe et Zenobie and Voltaire’s play
Alzire. The printed dedication is addressed by the compiler,
William Ker, a teacher of the French language in Edinburgh, to
lady Caroline D’Arcy, countess of Ancram (d.1778).
Presumably the principal aim of the publication was to provide
a varied anthology of French texts for language learning.
Amongst the lengthy list of Scottish subscribers are listed a small
number of women.

ESTC locates 10 locations only (bABu; bL; bC; bE (2); bO;
eGOT; nMA; nNjP; nLNT; nPU).
£750

Rare Books

HARRIET LEE’S FIRST NOVEL - TRANSLATED FOR FRENCH READERS

73. [LEE, Harriet.] Herbert, ou Adieu richesses, ou Les
mariages.
A Edimbourg, [i.e. Paris] et se trouve a Paris, chez Buisson. 1788. 3 vols. bound
in 2. First edition in French. 12mo (10.5 x 17cm) [4], 264; [2], 275, [1],
[2], 282pp., a few negligible dust marks in the margins, engraved eighteenth
century French heraldic bookplates of “Mr. Blondel maitre de requetes intendant
de commerce”, marbled pastedowns, marbled edges, contemporary French
marbled calf, ruled in gilt, flat spines gilt in compartments with original red
morocco labels titled & numbered in gilt, light wear to extremities.

A very good copy of the first edition in French translation, rare, of
The errors of innocence (London, 1786), the first novel of Harriet Lee
(1757-1851). Together with her sister Sophia Lee (1750-1824) she
established a successful school in Bath before they both found literary
fame in the 1790s as novelists and playwrights, writing in the Gothic
genre in particular. This translation was made by Pierre Bernard
Lemare (1753-1809), who had already translated into French Sophia
Lee’s novel The recess (London, 1783-5) as Le Souterrain, ou Matilde
(Paris, 1786). The epistolary narrative here is centred on themes of
marriage, remarriage and aristocratic disinheritance. “ ... The writer
discovers a very intimate acquaintance with the manners of
fashionable life: and some striking scenes of it are drawn with a
spirited and elegant pencil. The tendency of this novel deserves our
warmest praise; and though there are faults in the execution, yet
where there is so much to commend, we censure with reluctance ...”
(The monthly review, vol. 75, London, 1786, p.230).
Rochedieu p.181; Martin, Mylne & Frautschi 88.77.

£1750
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JACOBEAN PHYSICIAN’S MEDICAL STUDIES IN SWITZERLAND

74. MYLNES, Richard. Theses medicæ de
febris hecticæ tùm cognitione, tùm
curatione: quas divino favente numine, ex
decreto & authoritate amplissimi &
celeberrimi senatus medici in illustri
Basiliensi Academia, pro gradu doctoratus
...
Basileæ,Typis Ioan. Iacobi Genathi. 1609. First edition.
4to (14 x 19cm) [12]pp., title-page framed by
typographic border, disbound, very good.

A scarce example of a doctoral medical dissertation by an English student studying in continental Europe during the Jacobean period, this
pamphlet printed in 1609 in Basel in Switzerland
records a treatise on hectic fever by a physician
named Richard Mylnes, identified on the titlepage as “Londinensis Anglo-Britannus.” We have
not been able to trace any other record of Mylnes.
His dedicatory epistle is addressed to a friend and
fellow doctor, “Hugo Perreô”, with Mylnes
mentioning conversations enjoyed in Antwerp.

OCLC locates 3 copies only (US National Library
of Medicine; St. Galler Bibliotheksnetz;
Universitätsbibliothek Basel). Not in Shaaber.
Krivatsy 8241. Not traced in Wellcome catalogue.
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY DURING THE SCOTTISH ENLIGHTENMENT

£950

75. DICKINSON, William. [Autograph letter signed to his mother, reporting on his experiences
of student life at Edinburgh University.]
Edinburgh, 28 November 1765. Autograph letter signed, ink on paper. 4to (18.5 x 23cm) [2] pages penned on bifolium,
verso of second leaf with manuscript address panel, postal hand stamps, remains of red wax seal, second leaf with marginal
tear from seal opening (no loss of text), some light wear along old folds.
Writing 28 November 1765 to report on his
experiences of student life at Edinburgh
University, this letter was penned by William
Dickinson (1745-1806), son of the Bristol
merchant Caleb Dickinson and Sarah (née
Prankard). Dickinson became an MP, representing Rye 1777-1790, and had strong ties
with the West India Interest. Here he offers his
first impressions of undergraduate study during
the heyday of the Scottish Enlightenment: “ ... I
am very well pleased with my being here for Mr.
[Adam] Ferguson (the moral philosophy
professor) is very clever & refin’d - the study
very speculative & agreeable – I have had but a
few lectures from Dr [Hugh] Blair (the rhetoric
professor) - I believe he is very able – but I am
not yet enter’d so much into the spirit of the
study of rhetoric, as into that of the moral
philosophy ... ”
£250

Rare Books

FOREMOST EUROPEAN PHYSICIAN & PIONEER IN CHEMISTRY

76. [BOWLES, Thomas.] Hermannus
Boerhaave medicinæ, botanices, chemiæ
& collegii practici, in Acad. Lugd. Bat.
Professor ordinarius. Regiæ Societatis
Londinensis nec non Academiæ
Scientarum Parisiensis socius.
[London.] G.White fecit Printed & sold by Tho: Bowles
next the Chapter House in St. Pauls Church Yard.
[c.1730.] Mezzotint (platemark 25.2 x 36.5cm,
sheet approx. 27 x 40cm) some negligible wear at
margins, very good.
The foremost European physician of the first
half of the eighteenth century, the Dutch
chemist, botanist and medical clinician Herman
Boerhaave (1668-1738) was responsible for the
fame of the school of medicine at the University
of Leiden. Many prominent English and
Scottish physicians studied there under the
“Dutch Hippocrates.” This large portrait
mezzotint would have been of interest to such
medical alumni. Engraved by George White
(d.1732), it was published in London c.1730 by
Thomas Bowles II (c.1695-1767), bearing his
imprint “next the Chapter House in St. Pauls
Church Yard.” This is the first impression, a
second impression bearing the imprint of
Carrington Bowles. Chaloner Smith 6, i of ii.
Scarce.

BOTANIST & ROMAN CATHOLIC PRIEST

77. [FABER, John.] Mr. Gilbert Knowles.
Ætatis 49. Ao. 1723.
[London.] T. Murray pinx: John Faber fecit. [1723.]
Mezzotint (platemark 18.6 x 25.5cm, sheet 21 x
27.5cm) some light wear to the margins, very good.

This mezzotint depicts the botanist and Roman
Catholic priest Gilbert Knowles (1667-1734) at
the age of 49. Printed in 1723, it is the work of
the London engraver John Faber (c.1695-1756),
after a painting by the Scottish portrait painter
Thomas Murray (1663-1735). Hampshireborn, Knowles studied at Douai and was
ordained in 1700, then being sent to
Yorkshire.This is the separately-issued first state
of this print – a second state with the text
altered at foot was used as a frontispiece to
Knowles’s Materia medica botanica (London,
1723), printed by the learned William Bowyer
(1663-1737). Chaloner Smith 212, state i of ii.
Provenance: Hon. C. Lennox Boyd.
£650

£950
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UTERINE MEDICINE IN SCOTTISH RED MOROCCO

78. GILL, Thomas. Tentamen medicum inaugurale, de ista
herniae uterinae specie quae retro-versio uteri vulgo
dicitur. Quod, annuente summo numine, ex auctoritate
reverendi admodum viri, D. Gulielmi Robertson, S.S. T.P.
Academiæ Edinburgenæ praefecti; necnon amplissimi
senatus academici consensu, et nobilissimae facultatis
medicæ decreto: pro gradu doctoris ...
Edinburgi, apud Balfour et Smellie. 1787. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) [4],
37, [1]pp., printed on thick paper, flyleaf with authorial autograph presentation
inscription to Jacob Gill, marbled endpapers, contemporary red morocco, boards
with decorative gilt border, spine decorated with gilt tools (including a “Rod of
Asclepius” tool & floral sprays), original black morocco label titled in gilt,light
wear to extremities.

A finely-bound example of a printed medical doctoral dissertation by a
physician studying at the University of Edinburgh during the heyday of
the Scottish Enlightenment, this treatise on uterine hernia was the work
of Thomas Gill (1763-1792) of Preston in Lancashire. This deluxe copy
printed on thick paper was bound in fine contemporary gilt-tooled red
morocco in Edinburgh. The flyleaf bears a contemporary ink presentation inscription penned by the author
to his brother, a lawyer named James Gill.The tooling on the spine is noteworthy in particular for the twicerepeated use of a gilt-stamped tool bearing the design of the Rod of Asclepius, the Greek deity Asclepius
being associated with medicine. The roll used on the border of the boards here can be identified as one of
the tools of the celebrated eighteenth century Edinburgh bookbinder James Scott (J.H Loudon, James Scott
and William Scott, bookbinders, Scolar Press, London, 1980, roll tool 15). A 1786 Edinburgh medical
dissertation binding, also in red morocco, bearing the same border roll and Rod of Asclepius tool to the
spine as found here, is illustrated by Loudon ([p.395]) in a section of “ambiguous” bindings (11) with
connections to the Scott workshop.
MEDICAL DISSERTATION BOUND BY JAMES SCOTT OF EDINBURGH

£750

79. HILL, Charles. Dissertatio medica inauguralis, de
hydrothorace. Quam, annuente summo numine, ex
auctoritate Reverendi admodum Viri, D. Gulielmi Robertson,
S.S.T.P. Academiæ Edinburgenæ Praefecti; nec non
amplissimi senatus academici consensu, et nobilissimae
facultatis medicæ decreto; Pro Gradu Doctoratus ...
Edinburgi, apud Balfour et Smellie. 1783. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 21cm) [4],
35, [1]pp., printed on thick paper, blank verso of dedication leaf penned with
authorial autograph presentation inscription to “Lord Kintore”, marbled
endpapers, engraved heraldic bookplate “Earl of Kintore”, in contemporary tree
calf gilt by James Scott of Edinburgh, boards with “Greek Key” border spine in six
compartments with repeated floral tool, light wear to extremities.

Bound by the most celebrated Scottish bookbinder of the eighteenth
century, James Scott of Edinburgh, this elegant neoclassical binding
houses an Edinburgh University medical doctoral dissertation on
hydrothorax, the accumulation of fluid in the pleural cavity surrounding
the lungs. A deluxe copy printed on thick paper, it bears an authorial
presentation inscription by the Scottish physician Charles Hill (b.1762)
to “Lord Kintore”, Anthony Adrian Keith-Falconer, Lord Falconer of Halkerton, from 1778 5th Earl of
Kintore (1742-1804), of Keith Hall, Aberdeenshire. The tree calf boards are bordered with a “Greek Key”
roll, while the spine is decorated with one of James Scott’s floral tools repeated in each of the six compartments (see: J.H Loudon, James Scott and William Scott, bookbinders, Scolar Press, London, 1980, botany
based tool: Bo. 51).
£750

Rare Books

ABORTION CONSIDERED IN EDINBURGH MEDICAL DISSERTATION

80. ROBINSON, Stephen. Dissertatio inauguralis, de abortu. Quam, annuente summ numine,
ex auctoritate reverendi admodum viri, Gulielmi Robertson, S.S.T.P. academiæ Edinburgenæ
præfecti; necnon amplissimi Senatus Academici consensu, et nobilissimae facultatis medicæ
decreto; pro gradu doctoratus, ...
Edinburgi, apud Balfour et Smellie. 1772. First edition. 8vo (13.5 x 20.5cm) [4], 38pp., a few negligible fox marks in
the margins, a very good copy in contemporary red morocco, boards with gilt-tooled borders incorporating a bird and foliage
design, spine gilt in compartments, marbled pastedowns, flyleaf with ink signature “Collings Robinson MD”, light wear to
extremities.

Bound in gilt-tooled contemporary full red morocco, this fine Scottish binding contains a scarce medical
doctoral dissertation on the subject of abortion and uterine medicine by Stephen Robinson, a student at the
University of Edinburgh. Only a relatively small number of medical treatises were printed on the subject of
abortion in Great Britain during the eighteenth century. The volume was bound in Edinburgh by a master
bookbinder whose work can be identified decorating other contemporaneous dissertations printed by Balfour
and Smellie, then printers to Edinburgh University. The floral tool used here, a dandelion, is present on the
binding of an Edinburgh University dissertation in the National Library of Scotland: Robert Dalzell,
Dissertation juridica pro donato (Edinburgh, 1776, Bdg.s.25, ref. 00002741).
Provenance: the flyleaf bears the signature of Collings Robinson (d.1869), a medical doctor educated at
Glasgow University who resided in Cheltenham, perhaps a descendant of Stephen Robinson, raising the
possibility that this is the author’s own copy.
£1250
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CHRISTIAN VII OF DENMARK PAINTED FOR GEORGE III

81. [FISHER, Edward.] Christian VII. King of
Denmark, &c. Done from the original picture
painted by Mr. Dance, for the king of Great
Britain, to whom this plate (with permission)
is most humbly inscribed ...
[London.] Publish’d according to act of Parliament 1st April
1769, & sold at the Golden Head South side of Leicester
Square. Price 5s. Mezzotint (platemark 27.9 x 37.8cm, sheet
29.1 x 39.2cm) very good condition.

This fine mezzotint portrait of king Christian VII of
Denmark (1749-1808) was produced by the master
mezzotinter Edward Fisher (1722-c.1782) after a
painting by Nathaniel Dance-Holland (1735-1811),
one of a number commissioned from him at this time
by king George III (1738-1820). The painting remains
in the British Royal collection. Christian VII, a cousin to
George III, is here depicted wearing the Danish Order
of the Elephant. The ties between the British and
Danish royal families were strong during the eighteenth
century. Christian, remembered in particular for his
mental illness, married his cousin, Princess Caroline
Matilda (1751-1775) George’s youngest sister. The end
of their short and unhappy marriage was precipitated
by a coup which exposed Caroline’s affair with
Christian’s physician, the prominent Danish reformer
Johan Friedrich Struensee (1737-1772), leading to her
exile and Struensee’s execution. Chaloner Smith 13, ii
(following unlettered proof). Provenance: Hon. C.
Lennox–Boyd.
£650

GREENLAND COMPANY ESTABLISHED FOR WHALING IN DAVIS STRAIT

82. [WHALING.] Kongl. Maj:ts nådiga privilegium för et compagnie eller slutit bolag til
idkande af hwalfisk-fänge wid Grönland och
Straet Davis, med mera. Gifwit i lägret wid
ladugärds-gärdet then 1 Junii 1774.
Stockholm,Trykt hos Henr. Fougt. 1774. First edition. 4to (17
x 22cm) [8]pp., a fine copy, uncut, unopened, unbound as
issued.

A fine copy of this pamphlet outlining the privileges
granted to and regulations governing a new Swedish
Greenland Company. Formed in 1774 by Gotheborg
merchants Gabriel Fredric Beijer and Martin Törngren
for the purpose of whaling and seal hunting, the
company was to fish in the waters of the Davis Strait, a
northern area of the Labrador Sea between Greenland
and Canada’s Baffin Island. Shares in the company were
offered for private subscription with the government of
king Gustav III (1746-1792) providing an initial start-up
loan in gold.
Not traced in Lauridsen, Bibliografia Groenlandica.

£450

GREENLAND TRADE UNDER DANISH JURISDICTION

83.
[GREENLAND.]
Fornyet
Anordning og Forbud mod
uberettiget Handel i Grønland
med videre. Christiansborg Slot d.
18. Martii 1776.
Kiøbenhavn, Nicolaus Christian Høpffner.
[1776.] First edition. 4to (18 x 23cm) [7],
[1, blank]pp., title-page with small
nineteenth century ink stamp (deaccessioned
from “Marinens Bibliothek”: Danish Royal
Navy Library), edges uncut, a little marginal
fraying not affecting text, stitched, unbound,
very good.
This proclamation issued in Copenhagen
in 1776, under King Christian VII (17491808) of Denmark and Norway, asserts
jurisdiction over trade with Greenland
and the surrounding waters, establishing
a state monopoly over fishing, hunting
and all mercantile activity. Entry to
restricted territory in Greenland
without specific official authorisation
was forbidden, including to Danish
citizens.

Lauridsen, Bibliografia Groenlandica p.
178.
£450
WHALE & SEAL HUNTING IN THE NORTH & BALTIC SEAS

84. [WHALING.] Kongl. Maj:ts
öpne privilegium på sill- och
tårsk-fiskeri uti Öster- och Nordsiön, samt hwalfiske och skäl-fång
&c.
För
Handelsmännerne
Abraham och Jacob Arfwedson &
Compagnie ... 12 Aug. 1745.
Stockholm, Pet. Momma. [1745.] First
edition. 4to (16 x 20cm) [8]pp., very good,
unbound as issued.

The terms of a twenty year privilege
granted 12 August 1745 to Jacob
Arfwedson & Company by the Swedish
government for whaling and seal hunting
in the North and Baltic seas are outlined
here together with rights for cod and
herring fishing.

OCLC locates 1 copy only (National
Library of Sweden).
£450
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GEORGE CATLIN PRESENTS IOWAY INDIANS IN LONDON

85. CATLIN, George. Patronized by the their royal highnesses the duke and duchess of
Cambridge ... The fourteen Ioway Indians from near the Rocky Mountains in America.
Vauxhall Gardens! Each day this week ... Grand equestrian and archery fêtes ...
[London.] [W.S. Johnson,“Nassau Steam Press,” Nassau Street, Soho.] [1844.] Handbill, small folio (19 x 26cm) [2]
pp. (printed on both sides), pencil annotation noting date “Septr 11th [18]44”, traces of old folds, very good.

This rare printed handbill advertises the public appearance in London in 1844 of “fourteen Ioway Indians
from near the Rocky Mountains, in America.” The celebrated American writer and traveller George
Catlin (1796-1872) had arrived in England in 1840, setting up his “Indian Gallery” in the Egyptian Hall
in Piccadilly and following with a British tour. The arrival of a group of fourteen Ioway Indians in the
country in July 1844 under the management of George H. C. Melody presented Catlin with an opportunity to create the “Grand equestrian and archery fêtes” promoted here at London’s Vauxhall Gardens:
“Mr Catlin having made arrangements for these famous and spacious grounds, will turn the fourteen
Ioway Indians loose for a few days, where they can be seen to great advantage, in all the freedom of
savage, forest life; their tents (or wig-wams) brought with them from their country, will regularly be
pitched, forming a picturesque encampment, in front of which they will give their dances, games, ball
plays, songs, archery, and equestrian exercises ...” The verso of this printed sheet describes various
spectacles in further detail, listing the names of the Indian performers and a “programme” of events and
dances. A rare and ephemeral item recording this early appearance in London of Native American
Indians.
OCLC lists 2 copies only (Yale, Beinecke Library; Library of Congress).

£1950

Rare Books

AMERICAN BISON DEPICTED BY AMATEUR LITHOGRAPHER

86. [RACKETT, Thomas.] [An American bison.]
[London, c.1821.] Pen lithograph, printed on thick grey drawing paper (sheet approx. 38 x 27cm) uncut edges,
contemporary ink annotation at foot of sheet: “Revd. Mr Rackett”, very good.
Depicting an American bison, this print was produced by pen lithography, a form of early nineteenth
century lithographic printmaking achieved by drawing with lithographic ink on a limestone block. An
annotation penned at the foot of the sheet, “Revd. Mr Rackett”, suggests that the print was made by
the Revd. Thomas Rackett (1755-1840). A clergyman antiquary, Rackett’s interests ranged widely,
including botany, mineralogy, and numismatics. Though his living was Spetisbury with CharltonMarshall in Dorset, Rackett spent much of his time in London. We suggest a date of c.1821 for this
print on account of the exhibition in London in that year an American bison at 287 Strand by J.E.
James, billed as “the Bonassus from the Apalachian Mountains of America.” We have not been able to
locate another example of this rare print. Presumably it was produced privately by Rackett for distribution amongst his friends.
£750
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ADVENTURES WITH ISLAND CARIBS ON DOMINICA DRAMATISED IN SWEDISH

87. HESSELIUS, Andreas. Wänskap och trohet i döden, eller, Den Indianske printzessan
Zaletta, tragoedia; I fem öpningar. I swänske rim författad, från engelsakn, af Andreas
Hesselius Americanus ...
Stockholm, tryckt hos Lorentz Ludewig Grefing. 1740. First edition. 4to (18.5 x 21cm) [4], 80pp., small old ink spot to
title, a large uncut copy, modern blue card wrapper.

First edition, rare, of this play in Swedish verse set on the Caribbean island of Dominica. The author Andreas
Hesselius (1714-1762), a poet and English language teacher at Uppsala University, is identified on the
title-page as “Americanus”, so named on account of his birth in America, his father Andreas Hesselius
(1677-1733) having been Lutheran pastor at Fort Christina in the Swedish settlement at Delaware. It
appears that the narrative of the play, centred on a Native American princess named Zaletta, was inspired
by the popular English novel by William Rufus Chetwood (d.1766) first published as The voyages, dangerous
adventures and imminent escapes of Captain Richard Falconer: containing the laws, customs, and manners of the Indians
in America; his shipwrecks; his marrying an Indian wife; his narrow escape from the island of Dominico, &c. (London,
1720). Several of the characters from the novel feature here, including Falconer and Musgrave, an English
speaking Carib interpreter and several other Dominican Island Carib characters. Some footnotes by
Hesselius make reference to Indian customs including tattooing and face painting. Provenance: Ericsberg
Library.
OCLC locates 3 copies only (National Library of Sweden; University of Minnesota; John Carter Brown
Library).
£1750

Rare Books

PROMOTER OF COLONY
OF GEORGIA

88. [SMITH, John.] Sr. John
Percivale Bar.t of Burton in the
county of Cork in Ireland.
[London.] G. Kneller S. R. Imp. et Angl Eques
aur. Pinx. 1704. I. Smith fec. Et ex. [1708.]
Mezzotint (platemark 26.1 x 42cm, sheet
26.3 x 42.2cm) some negligible wear to
thread margins, very good condition.
This fine mezzotint portrait of the Irish
peer John Perceval, first earl of
Egremont (1683-1748), was produced
by John Smith (1652-1743) after a
portrait by Sir Godfrey Kneller (16461723). The twenty-one year old Perceval
was painted in 1704, in which year he
inherited an Irish estate, was returned as
the MP for County Cork, and set out on
four years of travel in both the British
Isles and to continental Europe on a
grand tour (see: Ingamells, pp. 757758). This mezzotint was published on
his return in 1708. The background of
picturesque ruins is suggestive of
Perceval’s antiquarian and artistic
interests. In the 1730s he became the
most prominent political promoter of
the establishment of the colony of
Georgia. Chaloner Smith, 200, state ii
(following unlettered proof).
£650

EMIGRATION TO NORTH AMERICA FROM EIGHTEENTH CENTURY GERMANY

89. [AMERICA.] Demnach Ihro Churfürstl. Durchleucht den
um eine gewisse Anzahl Colonisten auf sechs bis neun Jahr
successivè nacher Nordt-America aus denen ChurPfältzischen Landen annehmen und transportiren zu dörffen
...
[Mannheim, 1753.] Broadside. Small folio (21 x 34cm) [1] page, uncut,
margins with a few negligible dust marks, old central horizontal fold, very good.

Dated at Mannheim 8 May 1753 this is a rare example of an eighteenth
century edict regulating German emigration to North America. The
decree is directed against the efforts made by Johannes Wallrab to
secure colonists. He previously had attempted to persuade the
government of the Palatinate to grant him a monopoly as an emigration
agent, however the text here bans him from advertising emigration
schemes.

OCLC lists 2 copies only (Universitatsbibliothek Heidelberg;
Bayersiche Staatsbibliothek).
£450
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BOSTON MERCHANT SELLING “ENGLISH GOODS OF EVERY KIND”

90. [BOSTON.] Bought of Jonathan Harris, who has for sale at his shop no. 24, Cornhill,
Boston, and store adjoining, English goods of every kind. Also, India, Dutch, and Spanish
goods ...
[Boston, 1791.] Handbill. 4to (15 x 19cm) [1] page, printed on recto with woodcut illustration (approx. 12.5 x 8cm)
at head and letterpress text below, uncut edges, contemporary ink note to recto margin, verso penned with invoice dated
“Boston Oct 20th 1791”, faint old folds, very good.
Printed in 1791, this handbill advertises “English goods” for sale in America. The text notes that the
merchant Jonathan Harris, of 24 Cornhill, Boston, also offers “India, Dutch, and Spanish goods; with
braziery, cutlery, and other hard wares, by wholesale and retail.” A large woodcut at the head of the sheet
depicts Harris’s premises with shoppers in the foreground – evidently the illustration was prepared
specifically for this handbill as the name “Harris” is included on signage in the image. The verso is penned
with an invoice dated 20 October 1791 recording the purchase of buttons and a copper plate.

We have traced 1 example of an almost identical variant of this handbill (American Antiquarian Society).
£850

Rare Books

JAMAICAN NEWSPAPER LISTS SHIPPING & PLANTATION NOTICES

91. [JAMAICA.] The Daily Advertiser.
Printed by Strupar, Bennett & Doddington, Harbour-Street. Kingston Jamaica. Monday, July 4, 1796. Vol.VII. No. 159.
Small folio (approx. 22 x 29cm) a single complete issue, printed on a bifolium, paginated [99], 100-102pp., a few
small woodcuts of ships in the text, uncut and unbound as issued, old folds, very good.

A single issue of this rare eighteenth century Jamaican newspaper bearing the date of 4 July 1796.
Beginning publication in Kingston in 1790, The Daily Advertiser was printed by Thomas Strupar until his
death in 1797. The content here contains mercantile, shipping and plantation-related information
together with colonial government notices and news stories, reporting in particular on British matters.
This issue includes notice of the departure of several ships, the sale of “the Government Mountain , situate
in the parish of St. Catherine and St. Thomas in the Vale” including “twenty nine slaves”, announcements
of the arrival and sale of various shipments including cargos of lumber, herrings, “planters mess beef in
barrels” and different articles of clothing, together with news from England, amongst which is found,
under the heading “Shakespeare Mss” reports on a meeting convened in London to examine the authenticity of the Ireland Shakespeare forgeries.
This issue not listed in ESTC, which records runs at the British Library (1 January 1790 – 29 December
1790; & a single issue: 14 August 1793); American Antiquarian Society (1 January 1791 - 31 December
1791); and a single issue at New York Public Library (1 April 1790). Pactor, H.S., Colonial British
Caribbean newspapers 296.
£450
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PORTUGUESE IN WEST AFRICA: ANGOLAN DICTIONARY
FOR MERCHANTS & MISSIONARIES

92. CANNECATTIM, Bernardo Maria de. Diccionario da lingua Bunda ou Angolense,
explicada na Portugueza e Latina ...
Lisboa, na Impressao Regia. 1804. First edition. 4to (15.5 x 20.5cm) [6], ix, [1], 720, [1, errata]pp., a fine copy in
contemporary tree calf, marbled endpapers, flyleaf with nineteenth century blindstamp of British and Foreign Bible Society
Library (dispersed), spine gilt in compartments, original black leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

A fine copy of the first edition, rare, of this Lisbon-printed trilingual dictionary of the Mbunda language as
spoken in the west African country of Angola, together with translations into Portuguese and Latin. The
compiler Fr. Bernardo Maria de Cannecattim, an Italian Capuchin missionary from Palermo, was prefect of
the missions to Angola and the Congo. His preface notes the work of the Capuchin order in Angola for more
than twenty years, commenting on the necessity of communication in Mbunda for advancing the Roman
Catholic faith amongst the Angolan population. He also makes reference to the political and mercantile
utility of mastering the language. The establishment of Portuguese settlements in Angola began in the
sixteenth century, driven by the development of the slave trade. Many slaves from Angola were shipped to
Brazil to work on plantations. At the time of publication of this dictionary in 1804 the slave trade was still
in operation, not being abolished until 1836. It appears that this is the first dictionary of the Mbunda
language to have been printed. Cannecattim followed with a Mbunda grammar, Colleccao de observacoes
grammaticaes sobre a lingua Bunda, ou Angolense (Lisbon, 1805).
Innocencio I, 381-298; Zaunmüller 36.

£3500

Rare Books

AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE IN FRENCH ROMAN NOIR

93. [CHARLEMAGNE, Armand.] L’Enfant du crime et du hasard, ou Les erreurs de l’opinion;
mémorial historique d’un homme retiré du monde, rédigé sur ses manuscrits.
Paris, Imprimerie de Brasseur ainé, chez Barba.1803. First edition. 4 volumes. 12mo (10 x 17cm) 249, [3]; 252, [2];
250, [2]; 235, [1], with half-titles, additional engraved frontispiece to each volume, a few leaves with some light marginal
toning, very good in contemporary French speckled sheep, flat spines gilt-tooled in compartments with gilt-titled citron
morocco labels, marbled endpapers, light wear to extremities.

The American War of Independence is included in the narrative of this rare French gothic novel attributed
to Armand Charlemagne (1753-1838). Known as an economist, actor and prolific dramatic writer, before
his literary career Charlemagne had served in the American Revolutionary War and must have been able to
draw on personal experience in his writing here. Set in the final decades of the eighteenth century, the novel
is subtitled “Monsieur Gaspard ou les erreurs de l’opinion.” Written in the first person as a pseudo-autobiography, the tale includes brigandry and imprisonment, with the section of the story containing the
American setting locating the central character in the French army fighting in Virginia against English troops
led by Cornwallis. The possibility that the novel contains autobiographical elements from the author’s own
life seems likely.
£1250
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SUPPORT FOR ABOLITION OF SLAVERY SHOWN ON FOB SEAL

94. [SLAVERY.] [Fob seal bearing the emblem of The society for effecting the abolition
of the slave trade: a kneeling slave in chains, with legend “Am I not a man and a
brother.”]
[England, c.1807.] Fob seal (length in total 3.6cm) the triple-sided rotating yellow [glass?] matrix (1.8cm)
mounted within a rococo pinchbeck metal swivel housing, light wear to extremities, overall in a very good state of
preservation.

Letters closed with sealing wax impressed with the matrix of this fob seal would have indicated to
the recipient the sender’s support for the movement to abolish slavery. Bearing the emblem of The
society for effecting the abolition of the slave trade, a kneeling slave in chains with legend “Am I not
a man and a brother,” this swivel seal can be dated to c.1807 and would have been attached to the
watch fob chain of the owner together with watch keys and similar accoutrements. Soon after the
formation of the Society in 1787 a jasperware medallion was modelled by William Hackwood
(d.1836) at the behest of master potter Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795). It provided the prototype of
this abolitionist design which went on to be incorporated into many everyday items such as tobacco
tins, medals and jewellery, all sold presumably to raise funds for the anti-slavery cause. A scarce
survival.
£1250

Rare Books

ABOLITIONIST MUG DEPICTING SLAVE AUCTION

95. [SLAVERY.] [Pearlware mug with transfer-printed vignette depicting the auctioning of
slaves with accompanying text from an abolitionist poem by William Cowper.]
[England, c.1830.] Pearlware mug (height approx. 6.7cm, diameter approx. 7.2cm) with transfer-printed decoration in
sepia, light wear to extremities.

A scarce example of an English
pearlware mug of c.1830 produced
to support the cause of the abolition
of slavery. It is decorated with a
transfer-printed design depicting a
slave auction, most probably
intended to represent a scene in
America. The printed text below
the image is taken from the abolitionist poem by William Cowper
(1731-1800) titled The negro’s
complaint (1788), reading: “Is there,
as ye sometimes tell us, Is there one
who reigns on high? Has he bid you
buy and sell us, Speaking from his
throne the sky?”
£2750
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Rare Books

HISTORY OF SLAVERY EXAMINED IN FRENCH COURT CASE

96. [SLAVERY.] Memoire, pour Jean Boucaux, negre, demandeur. Contre le Sieur
Verdelin, défendeur.
[Paris.] [De l’imprimerie de Claude Simon, pere, ruë des Massons. 1738.] First edition. Folio (24.5 x 36cm)
16pp., drop-head title, contemporary ink annotation in margin of first page, a few negligible marks in the
margins, 3 small old paper strips sometime attached along spine for preservation, some slight fraying at inner
margin, unbound as issued.

First edition, rare, of this printed legal argument prepared by a French lawyer named Mallet acting
in a Parisian court case in 1738 on behalf of a creole former slave named Jean Boucaux. Brought
as a slave from the French Caribbean island colony of Saint-Domingue to France in the 1720s,
Boucaux had worked as a cook for more than nine years, marrying a French woman. Soon after
his marriage a conflict arose between Boucault and his owner Bernard Verdelin, who, fearing
Boucaux might escape, had him arrested. Boucaux was imprisoned in Châtelet prison, bringing this
case in order to secure his freedom under French law. Mallet’s legal arguments include an extensive
analysis of the historical status of slaves under French law over more than five hundred years,
beginning with the medieval period and working through relevant legislation in the sixteenth,
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This was an high-profile case in France, with Mallet’s
argument centring on the idea that the fundamental human liberties enshrined in French law meant
that slavery was not possible on French soil. The court found in favour of this argument, freeing
Boucaux. The case influenced the drafting of new legislation governing slavery in the French
colonies, printed as Declaration du Roy, concernant les nègres esclaves des colonies ... (1738). Despite the
rarity of this printed pamphlet it has attracted much academic attention as a significant event in the
relationship between slaves and the French ancien régime. The attorney Mallet’s legal arguments
here concerning human rights and the natural liberty of all men have a strong affinity with the
outlook of the abolitionists of the later eighteenth century.
OCLC locates 3 copies only (Newberry Library; Williams College; Bibliothèque Nationale de
France).
£3500
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WEST INDIAN SUGAR SHIPPED FROM ST. KITTS TO GLASGOW

97. WILSON, Philip. [Autograph letter
to Charles Selkrig concerning a
shipment of sugar sent from St. Kitts
to Glasgow, together with a related
bill of lading.]
St. Christophers 12 June 1768. Autograph letter
signed, ink on paper. 4to (18.5 x 23.5cm)
[2]pages on rectos of a bifolium, with additional
separate paper wrapper/cover penned with
manuscript address panel & contemporary note re
contents, “Greenock” postal handstamp (wrapper
with small marginal tears from seal opening),
together with enclosed related bill of lading for
cargo of sugar dated “St. Christophers May 21
1768” (22 x 12.5cm), printed with manuscript
completions, signed Daniel Graham, old folds,
very good.

Written on the island of St. Kitts in the Caribbean 12 June 1768, this letter penned by Philip Wilson is
addressed to Charles Selkrig, merchant in Glasgow, and concerns a cargo of 20 hogsheads of muscovado sugar
shipped to Glasgow on The Spooner, Daniel Graham master: “... I’m fully certain, the sugars sent you, will
turn out at home, as well as any sent from this island, as I purchased them from a mountain plantation fame’d
for making full as good sugars as Mr Baunyan’s estate does – they weigh very high which is so much more in
your favour ...” The second sheet of the letter contains a page of manuscript accounts, and the original printed
bill of lading enclosed with the letter is also included here.
£650
FRENCH COLONISTS FLEE HAITIAN REVOLUTION FOR LONDON

98. [MALOUET, Pierre Victoire.] Colonie de St. Domingue. Nous Victor Pierre Malouet,
député de St. Domingue: certifons que M[de. ..., Madame Marie Suzanne Marthe Drouillard
...] Propriétaire à St. Domingue, quartier du [Port au Prince] nous a justifié de sa résidence
en Angleterre ...
Londres, le 26 Fev[rier] 1796. Certificate signed, printed on single sheet of paper (19 x 24.5cm) manuscript completions,
negligible marginal toning, very good.
A rare record of French colonists residing in
London during the Haitian Revolution, the slave
insurrection against French colonial rule on the
island of Saint-Domingue, this certificate dated 26
February 1796 certifies the residence in London of
a Saint-Domingue landowner, Marie Suzanne
Marthe Drouillard (1760-1803). The document
bears the signature of the French colonial administrator Pierre Victoire, baron Malouet (1740-1814)
in his capacity as the émigré “député de St.
Domingue”. On behalf of the interests of the
planters of Saint-Domingue he had signed the
Whitehall Accord in London on 19 February 1793.
Under the terms of the agreement Great Britain
was to receive financial payments in return for
sending a military force to occupy the islands SaintDomingue, Martinique and Guadeloupe in order
to allow the re-establishment by French planters of
slavery and the old plantation regime that had been
disrupted by insurrection.
£450

Rare Books

SAINT-DOMINGUE SLAVE REVOLT NOVELISED

99. PICQUENARD, Jean-Baptiste. Zoflora, ou la bonne négresse, anecdote coloniale.
A Paris, de l’Imprimerie de Didot Jeune. L’an VIII [i.e.1800]. First edition. 2 vols. 12mo (8.5 x 13.5cm) x, [1], 12-252;
268pp., complete with half-titles, prelims to vol. 1 with a few stains (not affecting legibility), occasional foxing to both
volumes, contemporary calf-backed marbled boards, flat spines gilt in compartments, spines direct-titled & numbered in gilt,
bindings with some light rubbing & wear to extremities.

First edition, rare, of this novel set in the 1790s during the outbreak of the slave revolt on the French island
colony of Saint-Domingue (now Haiti) in the Caribbean. Following Adonis, ou le bon negre, anecdote coloniale
(Paris,1798), this was the second novel with an Haitian setting to be written by Jean Baptiste Picquenard
(c.1771-1826), a Republican journalist who had lived on the island as a young man, departing in 1794. In
Zoflora the principal character, Justin, is sent to Saint-Domingue to assist his ailing uncle with the
management of his plantation. On arrival he discovers that his uncle has died, but decides to stay and establish
himself there. He travels around the island as a pedlar, falling in love with Amicie, the Creole daughter of a
cruel slaver named Valbona. Justin’s adventures include capture by both the cannibal Boukman, and Biassou,
leader of the slave rebellion, a character who features also in Adonis. The narrative, centred on the competing
interests of the rebel slaves, planters and Spanish and French colonial authorities, concludes with Zoflora, a
female slave of Valbona’s, escaping to France with both Justin and Amicie. An English translation was
published in 1804. Both this novel and Picquenard’s Adonis have received much recent scholarly attention.
Sabin 62678. OCLC lists 4 copies only (Forschungsbibliothek Gotha; Universität Göttingen; Bibliothèque
municipale de Lyon; Bibliothèque nationale de France).
£2500
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ALBINO SLAVE SENT FROM JAMAICA TO LONDON

100. HALL, Thomas. Mrs. Newsham the White negress [...] To be had at the Curiosity House
City Road near Finsbury Square London 1795.
[London, 1795.] Token, copper alloy (diameter 31mm) in a very good state of preservation, the surface detail remaining
crisp.

This copper token was issued by the London taxidermist and museum proprietor Thomas Hall to advertise
the appearance in 1795 at his Curiosity House near Finsbury Square of Amelia Newsham (c.1748-c.1798),
a Jamaican-born albino woman of west African descent. Born into slavery she was sent to London in 1753
by her plantation owner master Sir Simon Clarke 6th baronet (d.1770) as a present for his son Kingsmill
Clarke, who sold her to a London curiosity shop owner named Burnet. After becoming free she married a
Mr Newsham or Lewsham with whom she had at least six children. Dalton & Hamer 317, p.132. BM:
SSB,191.109.1
£750
TUMULT OF HAITIAN REVOLUTION DRAMATISED

101. CEDERBORGH, Fredric. Toni, dram i
3 akter. (Efter en verklig händelse på St.
Domingue.)
Stockholm, A. Gadelius. 1819. First edition. 8vo (12 x
19cm) 55, [1, blank] pp., a very good copy, uncut in
contemporary blue paper wrappers.

First edition of this rare play by the Swedish
novelist Frederic Cederborgh (1784-1835). Set
on the West Indian island of Saint-Domingue, the
narrative is centred on the experiences of Gustaf
von der Reid, an officer in the French army, and
his family, escaping from the tumult of the Haitian
Revolution. The plot was a dramatised adaptation
of Die Verlobung in St. Domingo (1811) a novella by
the German writer Heinrich von Kleist (17771811). A second edition (Stockholm, 1832) is
similarly rare.

OCLC lists 1 copy only (National Library of
Sweden).
£950

Rare Books

NOVEL SET IN SPANISH CARIBBEAN COLONY OF SANTO DOMINGO

102. CONY[N]GHAM, Mme. Omaï et Zeïla ...
Lyon, Mme J. Buynand née Bruyset. 1811. First edition. 12mo (10 x 17cm) [2], 256, [4]pp. with half-title, final errata
leaf & final leaf of printed spine labels, marbled endpapers, very good in contemporary tree calf, spine gilt in compartments with original leather label titled in gilt, light wear to extremities.

First edition of this very rare novel set in the Spanish Caribbean colony of Santo-Domingo, now the
Dominican Republic. A novel of sensibility, this romance is centred on the heroine Zeila, a plantation slave,
and her love for Omai, also a slave of African descent. The only possible candidate for the writer, identified
as “Mme. Conygham” on the title-page, seems to be Elizabeth Conyngham, marchioness Conyngham (17691861), wife of Henry Conyngham first marquess Conyngham (1766-1832). She is recorded as having lived
for a time on the continent during this period, in the 1820s becoming well-known as the mistress of king
George IV (1762-1830). The work received a lengthy and largely positive review in the Journal de Lyon (No.
60, 18 Mai 1811, pp.3-4): “Mad. Conygham ... a fait un livre assez agréable à lire. On y trouve des images
et des sentimens, ce sentiment de l’amour, sur-tout, que les femmes saveut si bien peindre, soit qu’elles le
suivent dans les détours, les modifications qu’entrainent la société et le monde, soit qu’elles le retracent
avec sa pureté naturelle, dans le creux du vallon, sous le toit rustique de la chaumière, aux bords du ruisseau
champêtre. Le roman d’Omai et Zeïla n’abonde point en événemens extraordinaires et tragiques; l’intrigue
n’en est point confuse, embrouilée, inextricable; la marche et les incidens sont d’une simplicité excessive.
La sensibilité parait être le caractère dominant de l’auteur ...” The novel seems to have found some success
in Italy, the first of several printings of an Italian translation being issued as Omai e Zeila (Milan, 1818).
OCLC locates 2 copies only (Bibliothèque Nationale de France; New York Public Library).

£2500
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HAITIAN REVOLUTION AS FRENCH GOTHIC NOVEL

103. BERTHIER, J.B.C. Félix et Léonore, ou Les colons malheureux ...
A Paris, de l’Imprimerie d’Egron. Chez Maradan. 1801. 2 volumes bound in 1. First edition. 12mo (10 x 17cm) [4],
258; [4], 268pp., both volumes with half-titles & engraved frontispieces, a few fox marks, blue painted paper endpapers,
very good in contemporary mottled calf, flat spine gilt in compartments with gilt titled red morocco label, light wear to
extremities.

First edition, scarce, of this novel set on the French colony of Saint-Domingue during the Haitian
Revolution. The author, retired French army officer Jean-Baptiste Berthier (1721-1804), presents a
romance conducted against a backdrop of violent insurrection as plantation slaves rise up against the French
colonists. Having arrived with his father on Saint-Domingue in 1783, Felix de Saint-Firmin, young and
metropolitan, falls in love with a neighbour, Lenore, coveted by a wicked planter named Godefroy. A
German edition was published as Felix und Leonore, oder die unglückliche Colonisten auf St. Domingo (Karlsruhe,
1805).

OCLC locates 6 copies only (University of Kansas; University of Toronto; Universitätsbibliothek Münster;
Bibliothèque Nationale de France; Trinity College Dublin; Forschungsbibliothek Gotha).
£2750

Rare Books

INFLUENTIAL FRENCH ABOLITIONIST NOVEL

104. LAVALLÉE, Joseph. Le negre comme il y a peu de blancs ...
A Paris, chez Bossange, Masson et Besson. An III.e [1794-1795]. Three volumes.12mo (9 x 13.5cm) xv, [1], 166;
212; 231, [1]pp., each volume with half-title & engraved frontispiece, very good in contemporary vellum (reused from
old 18th century French deeds?), spines with original paper labels titled in manuscript, light wear to extremities.
This influential abolitionist novel is the best-known work of the prolific French writer Joseph Lavallée
(1747-1816). The narrative is presented as the autobiography of a West African man named Itanako,
enslaved by French slave traders and sent to Saint Domingue in the French West Indies, eventually
returning to his home in Africa. In addition to Lavallée’s intended support for the cause of abolition,
many academic studies have commented on homoerotic themes in the text. First printed in Paris by
Buisson in 1789, this edition of 1794-5 was the first to be illustrated. Engraved by F. B. Lorieux (fl.
1786-1810), the frontispieces are after designs by P.J. Challiou (fl. c.1790-1800). Two different English
translations published in 1790 were followed by a printing in instalments in the Philadelphia periodical
The American Museum in 1791.
Sabin 39281.

£1750
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BRITISH VICTORIES AGAINST THE FRENCH IN EGYPT

105. [EGYPT.] Edinburgh, May
27th, 1801. Sir, the enclosed are the
General Orders which have been
given out in consequence of those
events, so glorious to the British
arms, which have lately taken
place in Egypt, under the
command of the late lieutenant
general Sir Ralph Abercromby ...
[London, 1801.] Printed circular. Folio (20
x 32.5cm) [2]pp. on bifolium, verso of second
leaf with manuscript address panel to
“Officer commanding the 1 st Battn. of Royal
AberdeenVolunteers, Aberdeen,” remains of red
wax seal, light wear along old folds, unbound
& uncut, very good. [TOGETHER WITH]

[EGYPT.] Horse Guards, 16th May,
1801. General Orders. The recent
events which have occurred in
Egypt, have induced his majesty to lay his most gracious commands on his royal highness the
commander in chief, to convey to the troops employed in that country, his majesty’s highest
approbation ...
[London.] Printed by C. Roworth. [1801.] Printed circular. Folio (20.5 x 33.5cm) 3pp. on bifolium, old folds, unbound
& uncut, very good. . [TOGETHER WITH]

[EGYPT.] Copy of a letter from the honourable major-general Hutchinson, the right
honourable lord Hobart, dated head quarters, camp, four miles from Alexandria, April 5th,
1801 ...
[London.] Printed by C. Roworth. [1801.] Printed circular. Folio (21 x 33cm) 4pp. on bifolium, old folds, unbound &
uncut, very good.

These rare printed army circulars report on British military success in Egypt against the French at the Battle
of Alexandria, fought on 21 March 1801 in the vicinity of the ruins of Nicopolis. The British commander Sir
Ralph Abercromby (1734-1801) led his troops to victory but later died from from a musket ball wound
sustained during the battle.

I. No copy traced in OCLC. II. 1 copy only in OCLC (University of Michigan). III. No copy traced in OCLC.
BIRMINGHAM GUNSMITH’S TRADE CARD

£650

106. [GUNSMITH.] Theophilus Richards, manufacturer of guns and pistols, (No. 26) opposite
the Swan Hotel, High-Street, Birmingham.
[Birmingham, 1797.] Trade card (9.2 x 6.4cm) letterpress text framed by oval printed ornamental border, verso with
contemporary receipt penned in manuscript dated 27 March 1797, very good.

This printed trade card of the prominent Birmingham
gunsmith Theophilus Richards (1747-1828) can be dated
to 1797 from the manuscript receipt penned in ink on the
verso made out to “Mr. E. W. Viner” dated “27 March
1797” recording the purchase of “1 best association
musquet 2. 18-“ and “1 sort buff belts compleat with
carton & box 1.1-.” Richards is recorded as having held a
contract with the British army for the manufacture of
arms.
£250
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“WILLIAMS’S FIELD TOURNIQUET” ADOPTED BY BRITISH ARMY

107. [ARMY MEDICAL BOARD.] Albermarle Street, May 2nd. 1798. Sir, the commander in
chief having been pleased to approve of this tournequet and of the instructions annexed,
I am desired by the surgeon-general to acquaint you that you are to teach the noncommissioned officers, band, and drums of the regiment the manner of applying it ...
[London, 1798.] Printed circular. Folio (21.5 x 34cm) [3]pp.: 2 bifolia, the first with recto of first leaf bearing printed
letter [1]pp., contemporary ink note to foot of sheet: “the tourniquets are sent by coach from the George and Blue Boar
Holborn”, manuscript address panel penned on verso of second leaf recording delivery to “Dr. Robertson, surgeon,
Aberdeen Volunteers”, some dustiness and old postal marking, second bifolium with [2] pp. instructions for “Mr.
Williams’s Tourniquet,” including engravings, pages uncut, a few small marginal tears & small patches of paper toning
(not touching printed area), old folds.
A rare and ephemeral survival, this printed circular was sent out in May 1798 to surgeons in all regiments
of the British Army to provide instructions on the method of application of a new field tourniquet, “Mr.
Williams’s Tourniquet.” Invented in 1797 by the physician William Henry Williams (1771-1841), this new
webbing-based design replaced the expensive and cumbersome screw tourniquets that had been used
previously. Williams, having served as surgeon to the East Norfolk Militia, settled in Ipswich as physician
to the public dispensary in the city. Of particular interest here is is the large engraved plate displaying the
various elements of the tourniquet.
Not traced in ESTC or OCLC. We have not been able to locate another copy.

£650
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MEZZOTINT PORTRAIT OF GEORGIAN OFFICER

108. [POGGI, Antonio Cesare.]
Lieut:t Colonel Biddulph, of the
3d Regiment.
[London.] Anth. Poggi pinxt. Thos. Watson
fecit. [c.1774.] Mezzotint (platemark 31.7
x 42.8cm, sheet 33 x 44cm) a few negligible
fox marks in the margins, very good
condition.

A fine military mezzotint portrait, this
print
depicts
John
Biddulph,
Lieutenant-Colonel of the 3rd
Regiment of Foot, an infantry regiment
traditionally raised in Kent and
garrisoned at Canterbury. It was
engraved and published by the London
mezzotinter Thomas Watson (1743?1781) after a painting by the Italian
painter and art dealer Antonio Cesare
Poggi (fl. 1769-1836). Poggi is thought
to have arrived in London with
Pasquale Paoli (1725-1807) in 1769.
The date of printing is identified as
1774 in Henry Bromley’s A catalogue of
engraved British portraits ... (London,
1793, p.376). Biddulph commanded
the Buffs in Portugal in 1762-1763
during the Seven Years War. In 1763 the
regiment was sent to Minorca,
returning to England in 1771. During
the period of the American War of
Independence he is recorded as
remaining Lieutenant-Colonel of the
regiment until 1779. Chaloner Smith 7,
ii of ii.
£650
GEORGIAN NAVAL OFFICER DEPICTED AT SEA

109. [FABER, John.] The honourable Thomas Mathews Esq.r rear admiral of Great Britain &
admiral of the White Squadron of his majesties fleet, done from an original painting taken on
board the Namur in Hieres Bay Jany. 1742/3.
[London.] Arnulphy pinx. I. Faber fecit 1744. London printed for John Ryall & Rob.t Withy, at Hogarth’s Head in Fleet
Street. [c.1755.] Mezzotint (platemark 25.1 x 35.2cm, sheet 26.5 x 36.5cm), very good.

Depicting the long-serving British naval officer Thomas Mathews (1676-1751), this atmospheric mezzotint by
John Faber the younger (c.1684-1756) was made after a portrait by French artist Claude Arnulphi (16971786), painted at sea “on board the Namur in Hieres Bay Jany. 1742/3.” Mathews leans on a cannon,
telescope in hand. The background seascape depicts a sea battle, presumably the British and Franco-Spanish
fleets exchanging fire at The Battle of Toulon 22 February 1744. The British defeat lead to a public enquiry
which saw Mathews tried by court-martial in 1746. First published in 1744, this impression (iii?) can be dated
to c.1755 from the imprint of John Ryall and Robert Withy, London print publishers based “at Hogarth’s Head
in Fleet Street.”
£450
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NAVIGATION GUIDE “SOLD ... IN EVERY SEA-PORT IN GREAT BRITAIN”

110. STEVENSON, John. The British Channel pilot: containing directions for sailing into, and
out of, all the principal roads and harbours, from London to Barmouth, in Wales; from
Ostend to Brest, in France; and from Tuskar Rock, along the South Coast of Ireland to
Limerick ...
London, printed forW. Heather, (from J. Hamilton Moore’s) at the NavigationWarehouse, no. 157, Leadenhall-Street, near
the Royal-Exchange, London; and sold by one bookseller in every sea-port in Great Britain. 1794. First edition. [2], viii,
92, [4]pp., leaves A2&A3 of the preliminaries bound in reverse, some paper toning at blank extremities of margins (not
affecting legibility of text), title-page and front cover with nineteenth century ink stamps (deaccessioned from “Marinens
Bibliothek”: Danish Royal Navy Library), twentieth century cloth-backed card boards, with original blue paper wrappers
laid down on front and rear boards, front cover with printed label titled “The British Channel Pilot ...”, light wear to
extremities.
This sailing guide to the British Channel was compiled by “Captain John Stevenson, assisted by several able
pilots, masters in the Royal Navy, and coasters.” It offers “directions for sailing into, and out of, all the
principal roads and harbours, from London to Barmouth, in Wales; from Ostend to Brest, in France; and
from Tuskar Rock, along the South Coast of Ireland to Limerick: with description of the capes, head-lands,
bays, roads, harbours, rivers, rocks, sands, shoals, depths of water & c.”, together with “ an account of the
tides” with “the methods of finding the times of high water at any place.” The preface makes reference to a
new chart which presumably was published to accompany this guide, presumably by William Heather, with
the final two pages containing a list of instruments, navigation books, and charts sold by him at his
“Navigation Warehouse, No. 157, Leadenhall-Street, near the Royal Exchange, London.” In spite of the fact
that this volume is advertised in the imprint here as having been “sold by one bookseller in every sea-port in
Great Britain” we have not been able to trace another copy of this edition.
This edition not listed in ESTC, OCLC or Adams & Waters. The “second edition” titled The New British
Channel pilot (London, 1799) is recorded in ESTC by 1 copy only (Oxford Bodleian).
£750
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ITALIAN LANDSCAPES DRAWN BY GRAND TOUR ARTIST

111. [WALLIS, George Augustus.] [Two volumes of counterproofs of landscape studies
drawn in the Abruzzo region of Italy.]
[Rome/Abruzzo, 1795.] 2 volumes of counterproofs of drawings, charcoal on paper. Large folio (bindings approx.
41.5 x 55.5cm).Volume I: 48 double-page counterproofs (approx. 76 x 54.5cm), 3 larger sheets with additional
fold-out page (these with counterproofs printed on both sides) & 14 single page counterproofs;Volume II: 60 doublepage counterproofs, 5 larger sheets with additional fold-out page (these with counterproofs printed on both sides)
& 9 single page counterproofs; initial leaf of each volume inscribed in pencil “brochures”, a few marginal tears, the
fine quality, thick paper watermarked “Bracciano” with related coat of arms, a few sheets coloured light brown/buff
(the majority uncoloured/cream in colour), bound [c.1835] in uniform calf-backed brown moire silk-covered boards,
rebacked and recornered to style retaining original labels (gilt-titled “Brochures”), engraved heraldic bookplates of
“Sir John Stuart Forbes bart. of Pitsligo & Fettercairn”, pastedown of vol. 2 with small printed label of bookbinder
“Robert Seton stationer and bookbinder to the King Edinburgh”, light wear to boards, very good.

These two volumes contain over 100 large format counterproofs of drawings made on a sketching tour
in the countryside of the Abruzzo region of Italy in 1795 by the landscape painter George Augustus
Wallis (1761-1847). Of Scottish parentage, Wallis spent much of his life in Italy, arriving in 1788 and
travelling extensively in the central and southern regions. Bookplates in both volumes record the
ownership of Sir John Stuart Hepburn Forbes, 8th baronet, of Pitsligo (1804-1866), however the
original provenance in all probability lies with his grandfather Sir William Forbes, 6th baronet, of
Pitsligo (1739-1806) a leading Scottish banker, friend of James Boswell and member of Samuel
Johnson’s Literary Club.

In 1792 Sir William Forbes set out on a tour to Italy with his wife Elizabeth, née Hay, (1750-1802) in
the hope that the climate might bring an improvement to her health. Rome was followed by a visit to
Naples, where, with James Clark as guide, Forbes was introduced to a number of artists, among them
Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein (1751-1829) and George Augustus Wallis (see: John Ingamells, A
dictionary of British and Irish travellers in Italy 1701-1800,Yale University Press, 1997, pp. 369-370).
Counting Sir William Hamilton (1730-1803) amongst his patrons, Wallis was at this time establishing
the reputation for himself in Italy as a pioneering and fashionable landscape painter that would lead to
him being described as “The English Poussin”. Forbes returned to Edinburgh in 1793, however, given
the Forbes provenance of these counterproofs it seems likely that some continuing contact was established as a result of their meeting in Naples.

Wallis is recorded as having moved to Rome in 1795, his proto-Romantic sensibility leading him to
forge links in particular with the neoclassicists Asmus Jacob Carstens (1754-1798) and Joseph Anton
Koch (1768-1839). In the same year he made a sketching tour in the Italian countryside with fellow
artist Joseph Gandy (1771-1843) during which these drawings were produced. For an account of Wallis
and Gandy’s tour in the bucolic paradise of the Abruzzo, then a relatively unexplored region that lay
outside the usual Grand Tour itineraries, see: Tiziano Casola, Joseph Michael Gandy e George Augustus
Wallis in Abruzzo nel 1795: il giornale di viaggio di Gandy e alcuni schizzi di vedute, in: S.R. Ožvald
& C. Mazzarelli (eds.), Il carteggio d’artista. Fonti, questioni, ricerche tra XVII e XIX secolo, Silvana
Editoriale, 2019, pp.130-143.

Technically the creation of counterproofs can be considered a type of printmaking: drawings made in
chalk or charcoal were rolled through a press against an additional dampened blank sheet of paper, with
the resulting counterproof impression displaying the original drawing in reverse. Counterproofs served
a variety of uses in the eighteenth century – considered as works of art in their own right they were
useful to artists also as retained records of drawings sold. These counterproofs may in fact have been
sent to Forbes in the hope that some of their compositions might meet with approval and result in the
commissioning of landscape paintings from Wallis.
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Vigorous sketches in charcoal made swiftly en plein air, the drawings here record the verdant hillscapes east
of Rome in the Abruzzo along the valley of Roveto: forest paths, clearings, valleys and dense woodland.
Several of the compositions incorporate hill towns in the distance or picturesque ruins. A small number
feature close observation studies of branches or trees. Similar tree stump studies were painted in oil by
Wallis (see: National Gallery,UK, L872). A significant number of these drawings bear inscriptions penned
by Wallis recording the name of the location depicted and the date 1795. Some also bear a number.
Locations noted on the drawings here include: “Atena - afternoon [Atina] … Balsorano … Valle di Roveto
from Capistrello 1795 … Belmonte near Atina 1795 … Atina 1795 … View from Capistrello looking
toward the Valle Roveto 1795 … Civitella in the Valle di Roveto beautiful effect morning Abruzzi 1795 …
Monte Celano with the tower morning 1795 … Montagna di Cervaro … Trasacco in the place where
Claudius resided, distant view of Alba … Mulino di Morea Valle di Roveto 1795 … Tagliacozzo done in the
rain ...” In contrast to the careful and controlled handling displayed in finished oil landscapes and watercolour drawings by Wallis, the counterproofs here show a more energetic, playful, expressive and experimental drawing style.

For an introduction to Wallis, see: Colin J. Bailey, The English Poussin – An introduction to the life and
work of George Augustus Wallis, in: Annual Report and Bulletin of the Walker Art Gallery Liverpool 197576, pp.35-54. A catalogue of works by Wallis is included in: Monika von Wild, George Augustus Wallis
(1761-1847), englischer Landschaftsmaler, Monographie und Œuvrekatalog, Frankfurt am Main, Lang,
1996. An account of the 1795 expedition by Wallis into the Abruzzo under the heading “Skizzentouren
1795” is included (pp. 93-96), with the appended Œuvrekatalog listing 13 drawings from this tour (Z78Z90, pp.305-307). Several counterproofs made by Wallis are listed, but none for drawings produced on this
trip. It appears likely therefore that the more than 100 counterproofs here may offer the only known
record of many drawings made by Wallis during this tour, representing a significant addition to the
recorded output from this formative stage in his artistic career.
POA
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ITALIAN MEDAL CELEBRATING ENGLISH ANTIQUARY & FREEMASON

112. [HAMERANI, Ottone.] Martinus Folkes.
“Romæ. S742.” [Rome, 1742?] Medal, copper (diameter 38mm) obverse with head of Folkes facing right with
legend “Martinus Folkes”, reverse with Sphinx facing right with legend “Sua Sidera Norunt”, extremely fine.

A very fine example of this scarce medal by Ottone Hamerani (1695-1761) struck in Rome
c.1742 to honour the antiquary, natural philosopher and freemason Martin Folkes (1690-1754),
president of the Royal Society (1741-1753) and Society of Antiquities (1750-1754). The reverse
bears an image of a sphinx before the pyramidical tomb of Caius Sestius at Rome, a city that
Folkes had visited in 1733 during his grand tour. The medal’s legend “Sua Sidera Norunt” can be
translated as “his own constellations have acknowledged him.” Folkes was a prominent freemason
- the “S742” on the obverse most probably was intended by design to be the masonic date “5742”,
i.e. 1742. The sphinx here is appropriate given that Folkes also enjoyed membership of the shortlived Egyptian Society (1741-1743) in London. For the the context and background to the
production of this medal, struck to celebrate Folkes in particular for his foundation of the Roman
Masonic Lodge, see: Eisler, W. (2010). Paul Mellon Centre Rome Fellowship: The medals of
Martin Folkes: Art, Newtonian science and Masonic sociability in the age of the Grand Tour.
Papers of the British School at Rome, 78, pp.301-302.
Eimer 572.

£750
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PROMINENT ANTIQUARY & NATURAL PHILOSOPHER

113. [FABER, John.] Martin Folkes Esq.r F.R.S.
[London.] J Vanderbank pinx.t 1736, I. Faber fecit 1737, sold by I Faber at the Golden Head in Bloomsbury Square.
[1737.] Mezzotint (platemark 25.3 x 35.5cm, sheet approx. 28.5 x 40cm) light wear to margins, a little foxing
outside the platemark, blank verso with 20th century ink note: “President of the Society of Antiquaries ...”.

Depicting the antiquary and natural philosopher Martin Folkes (1690-1754) after a painting by John
Vanderbank (1694-1739), this mezzotint portrait was engraved in 1737 in London by John Faber
(c.1695-1756). By his late forties Folkes had been elected a fellow of both the Royal Society and the
Society of Antiquaries, gained membership of the Spalding Gentlemen’s Society and had held the office
of deputy grand master in Freemasonry. He is shown here wearing a soft cap, leaning on a weighty tome,
with a classical bust and Tuscan column in the background. Chaloner Smith 133, state ii (following the
unlettered proof of the same year). Provenance: Hon. C. Lennox-Boyd.
£450
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ITALIAN ENGRAVER & DEALER IN ANTIQUITIES

114. [KAUFFMAN, Angelica.] Johannes Vulpatus caelator eximius Ann. LXVII
[Florence.] Ang: Kauffman pinx. Steph:Tofanelli delin: Raph: Morghen sculp: [1800.] Engraving, on thick wove paper
(platemark 18.8 x 25.1cm, sheet 25.5 x 32.5cm) large margins, a little negigible dustiness at marginal extremities, a
fine impression in very good condition.

This scarce engraving depicts the celebrated Italian engraver, archaeological excavator and dealer in antiquities Giovanni Volpato (1735-1803). The founder of a school of printmaking in Rome, Volpato produced
prints for the Grand Tour market, also establishing a porcelain factory that produced replicas of works
from classical antiquity. He associated with several English residents in Rome, including Gavin Hamilton
(1723-1798) and Thomas Jenkins (1722-1798), with whom Volpato excavated at Ostia in 1779. This
engraving prepared from a drawing by Stephano Tofanelli (1752-1812) after a painting by Angelica
Kauffman (1741-1807) was etched by Volpato’s pupil Raphael Morghen (1758-1833) in Florence in 1800.

The British Museum holds a number of different impressions of this plate from the Tarnia collection of
the engravings of Raphael Morghen (see: 1843,0513.882).
£450
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ENGLISH VULCANOLOGIST IN NAPLES

115. [THOMSON, William.] Abbozzo d’una sciagrafia vulcanica ...
[Naples?, c.1795.] 8vo (12.5 x 19cm) 8pp., drop –head title, a few negligible dust marks in the margins, old
plain laid paper wrapper.

This rare treatise on volcanic strata was written by the English geologist and physician Dr William
Thomson (1761-1806). An important figure in early British vulcanology, Thomson acted as a conduit
for information between the British and Italian scientific communities. Admitted a fellow of the Royal
Society, at Oxford Thomson had been physician to the Radcliffe Infirmary. In September 1790 he
travelled to Italy, arriving in Naples by April 1792. He established himself as a vulcanologist,
befriending Sir William Hamilton. Thomson’s large collection of minerals, his library, his portrait, and
a plaster bust by Cardelli, were transported to Edinburgh University two years after his death (see:
Ingamells, pp. 937-938; Gian Battista Vai & W. Glen E. Caldwell (eds.), The origins of geology in Italy,
(2006) pp.183-184). This essay was printed in the periodical Giornale letterario di Napoli ... (vol. xxxvii,
Naples, 1795, pp.59-67), however this separately-published edition, in a different setting, is not
recorded in OCLC.
£450
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BRYDONE’S SICILIAN TOUR IN POCKET PARIS EDITION

116. BRYDONE, Patrick. A tour through Sicily and Malta. In a series of letters to
William Beckford, Esq. of Somerly in Suffolk ...
Paris, printed by J. G. A. Stoupe; and sold by J.N. Pissot, and Barrois, junior, booksellers, Quai des Augustins. 2
volumes. 12mo (8.5 x 14.5cm) [8],264; [6], 252pp., with half-titles, both flyleaves with contemporary stencil
indicating ownership of “L. Dedeckesberg,” contemporary pink silk bookmarks, marbled pastedowns & edges, fine
in contemporary “veau blond”, boards ruled in gilt, spines gilt in compartments with floral tools, red & blue
morocco labels titled & numbered in gilt.

A fine set of this scarce Paris-printed pocket edition of this popular travel account recording the
“tour through Sicily and Malta” made by Patrick Brydone (1736-1818) between 14 May and 1
August 1770, part of a longer journey leading William Fullarton (1754-1808) on his grand tour.
First published in 1773, Brydone’s account, dedicated to William Beckford (d.1799) of Somerley
Hall, Suffolk, was one of the first works in English to describe Sicily in any detail. Filled with
classical archaeology, extolling the glories of Mount Etna, replete with vulcanological, geological
and electrical observations, the work made Brydone a celebrity, propelling him to election as a
fellow of the Royal Society. English-speaking travellers on the grand tour could have purchased this
edition from the premises of Pissot and Barrois as they passed through Paris.
ESTC locates 2 copies only of this Paris-printed edition (British Library; National Library of
Scotland).
£650
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MADRID BULLFIGHTING AFTER ANGLO-SPANISH WAR

117. [BULLFIGHTING.] El Rey N.tro S.or (que Dios guarde) se ha servido señalar ... 1803 ...
para la ... corrida de Toros ... mandará y presidirá la plaza el Sr. D. Juan de Morales Guzmán
y Továr, corregidor de esta villa.
[Madrid, 1803.] 7 printed broadsides, each oblong folio (approx. 42 x 30cm) I. 6 June:“septima corrida”, II. 20 June 1803:
“octava”, III. 27 June: “novena”, IV. 4 July: “decima”,V. 11 July: “undecima”,VI. 5 September: “duodecima”,VII. 26 September,
each with text framed by decorative printed border, a few small stains or little tears along old folds (not affecting text),
overall very good.
The seven printed broadsides here advertise different days of bullfighting in Madrid during the season of
1803, organised against a backdrop economic hardship in the Spanish economy during the aftermath of the
Anglo-Spanish War (1796-1802). Each contains much information on the different matadors performing, the
number of bulls and names of their owners, and details concerning the scheduling and organisation for each
corrida. Matadors listed on these broadsides include Pedro Puyana, Miguel Velazquez de Molina, Josef
Romero, Manuel de Aguilera and Agustin Aroca. Broadsides advertising bullfights from this early date appear
to be of the utmost rarity.
OCLC does not record these or any similar broadsides for 1803.

£2500
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PERUVIAN MATADOR PERFORMING IN SPAIN

118. [BULLFIGHTING.] El Rey N.tro S.or (que Dios guarde) se ha servido señalar... 1769 ...
para la ... fiesta de Toros ... en la plaza extramuros de la Puerta de Alcalà ... mandará, y
presidirá la plaza el Señor Don Alonso Perez Delgado, corregidor de esta villa.
[Madrid, 1769.] 5 printed broadsides, each oblong folio (approx. 42 x 30cm) I. 11 May 1769: “segunda”, II. 15 June:
“quarta”, III. 3 July: “sexta”, (top left corner torn away with loss of some printed text but sense recoverable) IV. 13 July:
“octava”,V. 28 September: “oncena”, each with text framed by decorative printed border, a few negligible stains, first two
with some loss to printed border at lower corners (not affecting text), overall very good.
These five broadsides advertise different days of bullfighting during the “fiesta de Toros” in Madrid in 1769,
with each containing much information on the different matadors performing, the number of bulls and
names of their owners, and details concerning the scheduling and organisation. The events were held in the
square outside the Puerta de Alcalá and raised funds for the Madrid hospitals. Among the matadors named
on these broadsides are found Antonio Galeano, Juan de Escobar of Seville, Miguél Galvez “aliàs el Lechero”
and Bernardo Jarreta of Zaragoza. Of particular interest are repeated mentions of “del famoso” Juan
Romero, considered the inventor of the cuadrilla, the bullfighting team. One of the broadsides here (“octava
fiesta”) includes notice of a performance by Mariano Ceballos (d.1780), the celebrated matador from Peru
known as “El Indio”. A former slave, Ceballos became known for riding horses while bullfighting and riding
on the bulls themselves. He is recorded as having obtained his freedom in 1769 - this must be amongst his
first appearances in Europe. Such was his fame that decades after his death he was depicted in Goya’s series
of bullfighting prints La Tauromaquia (1816) and also Les Taureaux de Bordeaux (1825). Broadsides advertising
bullfights from this early date appear to be of the utmost rarity.
OCLC does not record these or any similar broadsides for 1769.

£3500
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LEGENDARY BULLFIGHTER PAINTED BY GOYA

119. [BULLFIGHTING.] El Rey N.tro S.or (que Dios guarde) se ha servido señalar... 1792 ...
para la ... corrida de Toros ... mandará y presidirá la plaza el ... corregidor de esta villa.
[Madrid, 1792.] 6 printed broadsides, each oblong folio (approx. 41 x 30cm) I. 4 June: “quarta”, II. 2 July: “octava”,
III. 9 July:“novena”, IV. 16 July:“decima”,V. 17 September:“decimatercia”,VI. 1 October :“decimaquinta”, each with text
framed by decorative printed border, together with small printed ticket titled “productos de las 16 corridas de toros del
año de 1792 ...” (10 x 7cm), a few stains, a few with small tears along old folds or fraying at marginal extremities
(not affecting text), overall very good.
Six different days of bullfighting in Madrid during the season of 1792 are advertised on these broadsides,
all of which contain much information on the different matadors performing, the number of bulls and
names of their owners, and details concerning the scheduling and organisation for each corrida. All six
broadsides detail performaces by the legendary bullfighter Pedro Romero (1754-1839), appearing
alongside his brothers Josef and Antonio. Born in the southern Spanish town of Ronda into a lineage of
famous matadors, Pedro Romero is perhaps the most celebrated bullfighter in history. Credited with
facing over 5500 bulls unscathed, he retired in 1799, setting up a school for matadors. His portrait was
painted by Goya and he was depicted performing in a print in the artist’s La Tauromaquia (1816) series.
Other matadors listed include Pedro Ortega, Juan Lopez, Bartolomé Carmona, Alfonso Garcia Colmillo,
Manuel Cañete and Miguel Perez. Several of the broadsides mentions different pyrotechnical effects being
incorporated into the corridas. Also included is a small printed ticket recording the takings for the corridas
of the 1792 season and the funding raised for the Madrid hospitals. Broadsides advertising bullfights from
this early date appear to be of the utmost rarity.
OCLC lists a single copy of 1 broadside for this 1792 season (16 July: “decima corrida”).

£3500
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RIVAL MATADORS PERFORMING IN MADRID

120. [BULLFIGHTING.] El Rey N.tro S.or (que Dios guarde) se ha servido señalar... 1793 ...
para la ... corrida de Toros ... mandará y presidirá la plaza el Sr. D. Juan de Morales Guzmán
y Továr, corregidor de esta villa.
[Madrid, 1793.] 6 printed broadsides, each oblong folio (approx. 42 x 30cm) I. 13 May: “primera” (two tears along old
folds, without loss of text), II. 27 May: “segunda”, III. 10 June: “tercera”, IV. 17 June: “quarta”,V. 15 July: “sexta”,VI. 7
October: “decimaquarta”, each with text framed by decorative printed border, several with contemporary related accounts
penned in ink on blank versos, a few negligible stains or fraying at marginal extremities (not affecting text), overall very
good.

Six different days of bullfighting in Madrid during the season of 1793 are advertised on these broadsides, all
of which contain much information on the different matadors performing, the number of bulls and names
of their owners, and details concerning the scheduling and organisation for each corrida. All six broadsides
detail performances by the legendary bullfighter Pedro Romero (1754-1839). Born in the southern Spanish
town of Ronda into a lineage of famous matadors, Pedro Romero is perhaps the most celebrated bullfighter
in history. Credited with facing over 5500 bulls unscathed, he retired in 1799, setting up a school for
matadors. His portrait was painted by Goya and he was depicted performing in a print in the artist’s La
Tauromaquia (1816) series. The text here advertising the first corrida includes mention that despite injury the
popular matador Joaquin Rodriguez Costillares (1743-1800) would be appearing with his rival Romero.
Among other notable matadors named as performers here are found Francisco Garcés of Seville and Antonio
and Josef Romero, brothers of Pedro Romero. Broadsides advertising bullfights from this early date appear
to be of the utmost rarity.
OCLC does not record these or any similar broadsides for 1793.
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